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NEW

BURRILL NATIONAL

BANK, of
$500

account if

We will

2%

on

or over.

express regret at the removal
and family from this city.

Why

not your account?

Call

23 Main St.

MAILS RKCBIVED.

MAIL CLOSES AT

9

the evening, there will be an
the Livingstone centennial,
which at this time will be pecularly appropriate. The music for this service

m.

p

will

Sunday mail.
Registered mail should be at postoffice half
hour before mail closes.

The Literature club will meet Monday,
31, with Miss M. A. Clark.
A rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival
will be held to-morrow evening at

chorus

week from

This
on deposit deserves to earn more money.
bank pays interest on deposits subject to check, Interest
being figured ai.d credited each month. This is still another reason why YOU should open an account with this
strong, safe, convenient bank. Ask for particulars.

machias

*-■

to Panama and

the combined

and

will

because in the

be

of

Why Open

chorus of the
interest

special

C. E. Monaghan will open the spring

arrangement of the choruses

the

church,

and all of our patrons recommend

Account?

an

appointed to decorate
especial emphasis will be

laid

on

and

the

musical

follows:

program

which is

Prelude,

“The Art Is Not In Making Money,
But In Saving It."

j

You will not find

dancing school at Society
Wednesday evening, March 26.

hall

better bank for your
old, reliable

a

than

savings

the

George P. Smith and Merrill K. Head

bought the interest of the late AlexR. Hagertby in the Arm of Smith &
and will continue the clothing
Mrs. Abbie Cushman and
daughter Hagerthy,
and furnishing goods business under the
Elizabeth, who have been spending the firm name of Smith &. Head. This busiwinter in Michigan, returned home Thursness, established fifteen months ago, will
day.
be continued at the same location
Main
W. E. Clark, of this city, has been and Franklin streets. Mr. Smith will rechosen superintendent of schools of the main in
personal management of the store,
Castine, Penobscot and Brooksville dis- while Mr. Head will continue his custom-

dex™

WHY ?
safety.
prompt and considerate.

we offer absolute
we are careful, liberal,
you can do no better.
we want your business,

It helps your credit.
It discourages extravagance.
It creates good business habits.
It furnishes best receipts for money paid.
It keeps your business straight.
It makes the oank your lriend and adviser.
We want every professional man, every teacher, every farmer, every
business man, every clerk, in fact, every wage-earner, whether
male or female, to carry an account with us. If you are not a
customer of this bank, let this be your invitation to become one.

of great composers are represented.
At the Congregational church extensive
preparations are being made for Easter.
It will be the first time in many years
that this festival has been observed in the
church building.
A large and efficient

as

term of

EASTERN TRUST ft BANKING COMPANY
town,

pleasure trip

West Indies.

next

old

by

be

church,

(1) March Triumphal, by Callaerts; (2) Berceuse, by
L. M. Smith and wife have moved to
Kinder; response by David; offertory,
apartments in Capt. Henry J. Joy’s house j
melody, by Chopin; postlude, Festal
on Church street.
march in C, by Calkin. The anthems will
E.
C. L. Morang and Charles
Higgins be: “Sing we all the Sons of Glory,” by
as
traverse Schnecker: “They have taken away my
have been drawn to serve
Lord,” by Stainer.
jurors at the April term of court.

Money

BANGOR .ML.

a

out for more business;

committee has been

hall.

Col. H. E. Hamlin returned home last
the

reaching

us.

some

March

Society

Because
Because
Because
Because

observance of

No
an

We are still

concert in

POBTOFFICB

$200,000

ONE OF THE STRONGEST AND LARGEST BANKS IN EASTERN MAINE.

Sunday will be in keeping with the
thought of Easter. In the morning there
will be an Easter sermon by the pastor
with special music. Instead of the usual

effect Sept. 30, 1912.

Going West—10.30, 11.30 a m; 6.15,
Going East—6.46 a m; 3.46, 6 pm.

OF ELLSWORTH.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS and PROFITS, about
DEPOSITS, about $1,800,000

the

The services at the Baptist church next

From Wbst—7.13 a m; 4.14, 6.25 p m.
From East—11.06,11.57 a m; 6.47,10.62 pm.

Write for Particulars.

or

UNION TRUST CO.

taking, conscientious and faithful to the
last degree in his duties.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Think it over.

]

The reapBangor New* says:
pointment of Fred H. Gerry as chief
meets with
universal approval.
Mr.
Gerry is generally considered one of the
best chiefs Bar Harbor ever had, pains-

of

AT BLLSWORTH POBTOFFICB.

in

himself

of

(

Fred H. Gerry, an Ellsworth boy, has
been reappointed chief of police of Bar
Harbor. The Bar Harbor correspondent

give

you just as efficient service as you
get elsewhere—the same service that has increased our deposits nearly fourfold in four
years. Two-thirds of our home merchants bank
here.

upon

ADVERTISEMENT*; THIS WEEK.

••

your

i-trjtttianntnte.

Mr. Wiggin’s many Ellsfriends, while congratulating him
his appointment to a larger position,

successor.

worth

Hancock County Savings bank—Statement
Eggs for sale.
Mutual Fire Ins. Co.—Statement.
Holyoke
Notice of Forclosure—Estelle M Joyce.
-William M Roberts.
O W Tapley—General Ins Agent.
House for sale.
Reliable Clothing Co.
M E Holmes—Insurance statements.
C E Monaghan—Dancing school.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
A E Moore—Closing-out sale.
Ellsworth Merchants’ Associatian.
Petitioners' notice.
H P Carter—Groceries, etc.
HarrrC Austin A Co—Quality store.
O W Tapley—Insurance statement.

Ellsworth

This Bank Will Pay You

check

his

LOCAL AFFAIRS

have

ander

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK
ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Established 1873.

—

Hale Hose Company’s Antailoring business under tbe name of the Senator
nual Next Monday.
Eugenia Clark, of Moscow, Idaho, M. R. Head Tailoring Co., making the
Next Monday evening at Hancock hall,
Elizabeth Ellsworth store his headquarters, but
is visiting her sister, Mrs.
will be
George, who is spending the winter in spending much of bis time on the road, as the tbree-act comedy, “Uncle,”
a local cast, under the austhe city.
heretofore.
Both members of tbe firm presented by
have a large acquaintance, and are ex- pices of Senator Hale hose company. The
There will be a regular meeting or Irene
perienced in the business. They have the play is under the able direction of Fred E.
O. E.
next Friday evening. A

Great

Mrs.

advantage of the

S.,
chapter,
circle supper will be served at 6.30.
will follow.

Goods

Dry

from the

Arrangements are being made by Nokomis Rebekah lodge for a May party to be
given Thursday, May 1. The committee
in charge plans to present some novel
features.
A

Moore’s

really, truly robin

the

Dry

trades which

unusually

by buying goods

can

not a grosbeak
this morning, and

—

—

“lily social”

at the
Thursday evening,
March 20, to which all are invited. An interesting program will be given, refreshwill

There

Methodist

be

a

church

ments served and games for all.

save

|

at cost—or less.

1

J. S. Kearney (born Bessie Joy), of

Mrs.

Minneapolis, Minn.,
Friday, and will spend a few weeks
parents, Capt. Henry J. Joy and
arrived

here

her

Her many friends

Jl/I AAD C
AC
C. lyWJXJwyLZj

Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.
ELLSWOKTH. flE.

.

a

cled back toward salt water.

are

Think of the money you

in Ellsworth

flock of wild geese made a tour of inspection over the city this forenoon, and cir-

being offered. Goods are going fast, but
there are many good bargains left.
good

in the First national

building to front rooms on the same
floor, recently vacated by O. W. Tapley.

was seen

see

rear rooms

There will

be

are

a

last
with
wife.

glad to greet her.

service at 7.30

evening of Good Friday at
tional chapel, to which the

on

the

Congregaw hole parish is
the

pastor will give an address
appropriate to the occasion, Miss A. May
The

invited.

Bonsey will be at the piano.
Capt. W. C. Bellatty left this
Boston
Lavolta.

to atart

“Let’s All Help”

Wear Ellsworth-made Shoes and

[

t
r

f
f
E
f

;

j
J

Boost Home Industries
The Ellsworth Merchants' Association doting the past few years, has, by
its earnest endeavors, located several permanent industries in our city. We
now ask the aid and support of every patriotic woman in Ellsworth and

vicinity. In order to increase the capacity of our shoe industry, financial
»id| is needed, and by the individual patronage of 1,500 women, we can
raise the required amount and gia-e the shoe industry the necessary
assistance. We need your betp, and you need a pair of EUsworth-made
shoes. Show 'your interest in home industries by calling at the Century
Boot Bfcop or C. L. Morang’s and purchasing a pair of these shoes at
once. You will get good value for your money, and help boost Ellsworth.
Yousa for prosperity.

The Ellsworth Merchants’ Aes’n.

“The

Quality

We have the largest line

ever

Store”

shown in town of

Furniture, Carpets, Linoleums, Oil
Cloth, Lace and Muslin Curtains.
Does your furniture need repairing or upholstery?
man.
does, let us know. We have an experienced

H.

C.

AUSTIIM

&

If it

CO.

bis

W. Jordan

week

for

the schooner

vessel,
Ellsworth

Several other

tains will leave next

week.

capCapt. John

will succeed the late

Capt.

W.

P. Woodward in the schooner Henrietta
A. Whitney, hauled up at Fall River.

meeting of the Ellsworth Merchants*
association
Monday evening,
Harold L. Hooper was elected secretary
absence
of Roy C. Haines.
pro tern, in the
A committee was appointed to take up a
proposition further to inorease the business of the Mutual Shoemakers of EllsThe meeting adjourned until
worth.
Friday evening.
At

friends and custom-

a

Wiggin,*who

has been

Friday evening,
Although, as the

Hancock hall
of 62 to 3.

cates,

the visitors

the local

point

boys,

oy the score
result indi-

;

for

j

easy opponents
from the spectators’ stand-

the contest

were

was

an

interesting

one,

by heavier and

feats

|

!

Monaghan's orchestra,

hose company

pieces,

as

Water Glass
j

April

_________

ELLSWORTH.

March

20, at Bayside

Thursday evening, March 20, at Metho-

Hale hose company. Reserved seats, 60
and 36 cents; dance tickets, 50 cents.
Hancock

hall—

Monday, March 24, at
and ball by Senator Hale hose

However,

Play

up
for

the oldest

Brooksville,
Post cane, died at 5

aged

afternoon,

holuur

Mr.

in West

the

Boston

o’clock

ninety

com-

Gray

had

citizens of

long been

one

Brooksville,

i

of

and

the oldest citizens of the town

one

of

a

box of

.Tustcall

and see how many flowers there are

Violets; whichever

happiness will
price.

you

choose the

be far greater than the

Dancing School
will open at Society Hall, Wednesday,
March 26, at 8 o’clock sharp. Round
and square dances will be taught.
Private lessons if desired.

hall—May party under auspices of
Nokomis Rcbekah lodge.

nine

the leadas

Make someone

glad day by

that

The Ellsworth Greenhouse

lows

yesterday

years,

•

months.

ing

man

of

on

pany.
—

and

this year is March 23.

which will be just ready for that day.
vestry—Social; admission 10 cents.
You can choose from Lilies, Tulips,
Monday, March 24, at Hancock hall—
Play and ball under auspices of Senator Hyacinths, Daffodils, Roses or

Friday, March 28, at high school buildMusicale
under
auspices senior
I ing
S. Decatur Gray Dead.
; class.
West Brooksville, March 19 (special)
Thursday evening. May 1, at Odd FelGray,

Parcher,Druggist

dist

school
and
tbe
high
Boy
Scouts, of Northeast Harbor, resulting in a
victory for tbe latter by a score of 31 to 17.
In the first half the home team did not
get into the battle with the vim they

•—S. Decatur

G. A.

happy

1.

Thursday evening,

the

game ended they worked
some real speed, which augur9 well
basket ball warfare in future contests.

cheap.

COMING EVENTS.

game
team

before the

—

are

aids.

grange hall—Dance and supper.

mustered for the second half.

your eggs for
while they
winter

flowers or a plant in bloom.

to their credit.

Friday evening a preliminary
played between the second

Now is the time to
save

will

Ticket-Agent Henson Resigns.
Benson, for forty-three years
ticket agent in Bangor for the Maine Central Railroad Co., has sent in his resignation, asking to be relieved of duty on

opening of the season, they
finally found themselves, and have since
been playing a speedy and consistent
game, and placed a good string of victories

was

nice,

white

Albert W.

teams at tbe

of

six

barrel of

|

furnish music for the ball. G. C. Pierson,
C. S. Johnston and Hollis E. Davis will be
the floor directors, with members of the

experienced

more

Friday, March 28, at Paul
Mechanics building, Boston

Revere
—

hall,

Ellsworth

Tickets, 50 cents.

reunion.

C. E. MONAGHAN,
Subaorib*-

1 O'

■

Teacher.

Th* Aiwsrtcav

said to-

affairs. He was one of the finest
type of old-school gentlemen and good
citizens.
He leaves

License to Sell Until Further
Notice
This dealer is hereby permitted to
sell complete the Mark Cross Safety
Razor, with one Mark Cross Blade, in
the red box at the introductory price of

25 cents
with the guarantee that if not superior

|5 Razor, purchase price

to

upon return within 30 days

SEE OUR WINDOW

Moore’s

Rexall
Drug Store,
O.,

j

because the work done by the Ellsworth j
players was of so high an order. The Ells- |
worth team numbered
five individual
stars. It is .difficult to award
special
honors, although perhaps K. Whitcomb
and M. McGown might be entitled to such
mention. Together they made twenty-twro
goals from the floor.
A return game will be played at East
Corinth Friday.
The Ellsworth boys have proved their
quality this season. After a series of de-

town

Cor. opp. P.

fol-

new

heavy,

station

'StAmtscmnne.

to any other
be refunded

as

Charles Shackleton.Thomas P Packard
Uncle Kershaw.Roger L Higgins
William Tipson.Fred G Smith
Mr Pixton.Ralph H Brooks
Claude.Harold L Hooper
Jane.Mrs Ralph Wescott
Mrs Chadwick.Miss Alice Garland
Lucy Norton.Miss Hazel Giles
Mrs Pixton.Mrs Grace Royal

Basket Ball Game.
The Ellsworth high school basket ball
team swamped the East Corinth five in
Double

day, will be missed more, especially at
town-meetings, than any other man in
here
for
ten
the past
years, servagent
the town. He had represented hit* class
ing most acceptably, has been appointed in
the legislature, bad served repeatedly
He is still
agent at Rumford Falls.
in years past as superintendent of schools,
serving here, pending the appointment of
and held many other positions of trust in
Charles 1).

The cast of characters is

Cooke.

a

lows:

bank

■HHBBBanaaonnnnBnaai
at

best wishes of their

Work

J. Walsh has moved his law offices

E.

CLOSING-OUT SALE
Don’t fail to call
Goods store and

Just Received

trict.

Only 2 More Weeks
in which to take

PLAY AM) HALL.

Ellsworth

Alvarado

a

widow,

and Jesse

two

Gray,

sons

—

Capt.

and several

daughters.
Nokoiuis Kebekah Roll-call.
evening, Nokomis Rebekah lodge,

Last

I. O. O. F., of Ellsworth, held its annual

roll-call, at Odd Fellows hall. The occabegan w ith au elaborate and bountiful 6-o’clock dinner, tendered by the

sion

lodge to all its members.
Following this, lodge was opened in due
form and the regular business of the evening was disposed of in the usual prompt
and efficient manner. Then followed the
main feature of the evening
the rollcall— which was responded to by about 160
members present and by letters from absent members. Poems read aud addresses
by members present closed a most pleasant and successful social evening.
The thanks of the members were tendered to the officers and members of the
for their
committees
very successful
efforts.

Pillsbury’s Best Flour
$5.75 per bbl.

or

75c per bag, 1-8 bbl.

Goods We Have On Hand:
Corn, Meal, Cracked Corn, Oats,
Beef Scraps, Bran, Brown Middlings, Flour, Daisy Flour, Cotton Seed Meal, Gluten, Mixed
Feed, Rock Salt, Lime, Cement.
O.

W.

GRIN DAL.,

—

MONEY
On Improved, Productive Real Estate;

to
on

LOAN

Collateral and Commercial Paper.

Also dealers in

Municipal and Other Bonds of approved legality and ascertained strength.

C. C. BURRILL & SON,

16 State St., Ellsworth, Me.

*I)ITEl> BT

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

The nncpose* of this column are suoclnctly
stared in She title and■»««-It is for the mutual
benefit, and aim* to be htlpfal and hop- tul.
Being for the common good. It la for ibe com
Inmon uae—a public s«iw*nt, a pu-veyor of
formation and suagcstfe n, a medium for lh«- losolicits
it
this
II
capacity
Urcb&ngeot ideas

Topic.—Vital living: lhe lesson of Eas-

ter.—U Cor. tv. S-1S. Edited by Uev. Soerman H. Doyle, D. D.

communications, and tie success depends lacgely
on the support given It in ihl* re-pect. Com
of
mu Mention* mu** be signed, but the name
writer will not be prt: tod except by p rmlswon.

Efistor throbs with tbe idea of life.
It copies at the season of the year
when life in the natural world, which
has lain dormant for so long, once

Communications will l*e subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of *h« column, but
will ne rejected without wood reason. Address

manifests itself.
The ancient festival of Easter was a
tribute to the Goddess of Spring, the
time of new life in the natural world.
The Christian Easter celebration commemorates the resurrection of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ from the
dead—His rising to new life. It also
speaks to os of moral and spiritual
life through faith in the crucified and
risen Lord. Since He was our representative wt died with Him. and In
Him we rise from moral and spiritual
death to moral and spiritual life. The
vital living referred to is therefore the
Christian llf«. spiritual life, apart from
the new life of the body which will
come with its resurrection.
Christianity la a life. It Is not a
code of morals or some form of ethical
philosophy. Before we become Christians we are “dead in trespasses and
in sins,” and to become one we “must
be born again."
The spirit of God must change our
natures, which are sinful, and Implant
within us the spirit of divine life,
which comes through faith in Christ
In the
and communion with Him.
parable of tbe vine and branches
Christ Himself teaches the doctrine
Paul dethat Christianity is a life.
clares, “It is nq longer I that live, but
Christ liveth in me.” The mystery of
such a life is apparent but the fact
But why need
cannot be questioned.
more

Ail communications

vlmong tt)r (frrangrra.

FREE ADVICE
TO SICK WOMEN

This column it devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all granger* for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short snd concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Saturday. May 17
Meeting
Women suffering from any form of cock Pomona with Alamooaook
female ills are invited to communicate East Orlaad.
promptly with the
—

March*.
(.heat Pond, Me
Dear Sitter a of >l« M. B. C~:
Spring is almost here, and we cannot realise
that winter has gone, as I key says, "so quick
it went.*’
Suppose you have all been busy with household cares, knitting, sewing and fancy work
The next will be house-e'eming. What a
miserable world this would be if there was no
work in it.
administration and

new

hope be will pruye

as

a

good,

“Honest Abe

was a simple man,
A simple man snd ra f,
His mind was a true Uivimug-rod,
He tuarened straight on, and he marched

with God,
Loving the soil on which he trod
And mankind everywhere."

I have

no

I want you to know. E, that when 1 sent
the material for last week’s column your
good letter had not been received; if it
bad been, I should not have written

strength."

made

and

or two warm sunny days
think that annual celebration
at hand. Thanks to you for let-

really the

Easter should inspire us with a new
If we have
desire for vital living.
been careless and indifferent we should
be filled with a new zeal for service at
the thought of Christ’s new life and
the assurance that we, too. shall rise
again and live in communion with
Him forever.

one

me

was near

ter and

glad

recipes.

1 will share with you
by card from “Anon”.

a

message sent me
We have missed

Dear Au*t Madge:
Came to Palatka four weeks ago aud have
been enjoying myself so much! Was down
The
on au orange plantation for ten days.
trees, all bearing
grove has five thousand
fruit, and also in blossom. The odor from the
blossoms is something beyond my ability
sketch. 1 wish I could send you a bunch.
I've wandered under palms and palmettos
and cypreas trees, and I wear only muslin
dresses. It has been eighty most of the time.
Have taken long rides in an automobile aud
sailed miles on the St. John river.
to

Hasn’t Anon given

us a

nice

glimpse of

summer.

The

advantage of

rising vote of thanks was exAt recess oyster stew and baked

Text Book.

It is not

general distribution,

book for
as It is too

only

B.

sister

whose

name

371,
regular meeting of Cushman grange
was held March
12, with twenty-two
The first and second degrees
present.
Tbe
were conferred on one candidate.
lecturer furnished
March 26.

one

liquor

work it into the State under

and

to celebrate

thine

BROOKLIN, 251.
Brooklin grange held its regular meeting March 11 in Pomona hall. It being

gentlemen’s night, the chairs were filled
as follows:
Master, Fred Herrick, jr.;
overseer, Lee Flye; lecturer, Dr. F. S. Herrick; chaplain, Lawrence Kane; steward,
Henry Tapley; assistant steward, Henry
Burns; lady assistant steward, Wayne
Benaix; secretary, Lewis Smith; treasurer, Fred Nutter; gate-keeper, Kendall
Allen; Ceres, Clifton Stanley; Pomona,
About
Oscar Ford; Flora, Earl Kane.
forty were present. Refreshments were
served.

to

cover.

the

thoughts

that

The life of Souls, the truths for whose sweet
We to ourselves and to

our

Ood

are

dear.

—Hartley Coleridge.

was

fail to get
If because of oar very number
solo parta, we can still keep on with the
Hallelujah chorus, as far as possible without

to

many old friends who seemed unexpectedly
my path. When Mrs. P. met me at
her door she said, this is “Dell”; and I said
this is “Nell”, as at oar meeting a few weeks
ago we did not know we were cousins.
▲11 over the State excitement over the
democrats’ attitude towards votes for women
runs high. It will be a brave man who will
dare to make a canvass for the nomination at
the 1914 primaries for representative as a
democrat, as women have good memories.
▲t the W. C. T. U. headquarters at Portland
I found them all courage, as they believe the
longer it is kept hack the more sure it will be
to go when submitted for a vote of the people,
! as so many of Maine’s women are voters in the
western states, and they tell us and our Johns
of the good results where it has been carried
Teo states already have it. I am Just as sure
of voting in Maine some day if I live as I am
of eating my dinner, which I am now awaiting to cook. Perhaps in two years, Mr. Newbert, of Augusta, will be out of politics, as he
is now out of the ministry, where he once
figured.
f was at the Children’s hospital at Portland
last Friday. We all heard a great deal about
that two years ago, as it was a political
crumb. Oh! the good work being done there;
i and the sights would make your heart ache.
! I took a little cripple girl there, and as I
could not reach there in time for an examination the day I left Ellsworth, concluded to
make a visit, so left the train at Brunswick
; for a ride to Freeport on the electric cars.
On account of the heavy snow, the power
gave out, and we were four or five hours on
the way, when it should have taxen less than
an hour.
By the delay I got in touch with
; one of the trustees of the Heart Work society
for children at Portland, and they are to take
! the little girl under their care. Now, who
dares to say that storm did no good? A more
lolly crowd I never met; not a “kicker” in
the lot.
▲iter a long wait we started and went a few
miles, and off went the power again. Just then
the man whose home I was trying to reach
> came into the
car, so I felt sure his doors
! would be open, as they were when we reached
there at 11 p. m., cold, tired and hungry. But
I
found a warm welcome with my niece
Margery, wh~> was taken by surprise to see
me at the door with a child.
Saturday I came
back to Augusta, where I had dropped a boy
as I went along.
In answer to a telegram, I
was met at the train and the boy was taken as
I went on to Portland. Poor little fellow, he
told Nell he did not need a bath, as he had

|

BAYSIDE,

crew

l

8

of

men, with Rolsnd Ttit
have completed the new

tele!

foreman,
phone line

from Town Hill to
the new
Bowlker cottage at Deep Cove.
Ms.'cb 10.
u

wedding, March 5. Mr. and Mrs.
lived in the house now occupied
by them since October, 1864. Both enjoy

Gray

have

»'e-' Known

Cough ti.i,

C.

quite

been

has

ill

of

Krip.
MissGassie Webb is visiting at J. H.

Tapley’a.
Henry Bakeman,

of

Belfast, is visiting

relatives here.

baking fish, line the pan with
greased paper. It will wash much easier.
It is a handy economy to save the

On account of

handy

for

mending

ments

can

book leaves,
Many advertise-

MAS8APAQUA,

I

accident,

one

477, SOUTH

MOUNTAIN VIEW,

484,

WEST

the

The third and fourth degrees
granges.
were conferred on a class of eight, followed by a harvest feast. The ledturer

presented

an

interesting

program.

10.
One
Deer Isle
Leighton, wife and son, of North
new member was elected.
Owing to so
Sedgwick, were the week-end guests of
i many members being out of town, the
Mrs. Ada Leighton.
Crumbs.
attendance was small, but all present had
March 10.
:
Ten members of Seaa pleasant evening.
Fred Colomy and son Guy are at Ocean- girt grange were present, among them beE. Stinson and Past
Lvman
Master
ing
ville for a week.
Master C. M. Pert, who made interesing
Miss Alice Duffy has spent a few days remarks.
with her mother here.
SOUTH DEEB ISLE.
Mrs. Gilbert Candage and two children
J. E. Judkins, who has been critically
are visiting at Penobscot.
Mrs. May Ober was at Sargentville last ill, Is better.
Frank

| forB.

a

Miss S. S. Harbaugh, who spent the
Massachusetts, was in town
last week looking over the work at her
cottage. She will 9pend' a few weeks in
Georgia, and arrive nere the first of May
Crumbs.

few

When housework is torture.
W hen night brings

Mrs.

of

Harriet Somes
death

to learn of the

sorry
of her husband, Arthur Sanderson, on
March 9, at their home in Berkeley, Cal.

This is the second time within
that death

has

a

few weeks

Khi-umitUm.
Stomach trouble, laiy liver and deranjred
the
cause
of rheumatism. Get
are
kidneys
your stomach. liver, kidneys and bowels in
healthy condition by taking Electric Bitters,
and you will not be troubled with the pains
of rheumatism. Charles B. Allen, a school
of bylvania, Ga.. who suffered ineacribable torture from rheumatism, liver
and stomach trouble and diseased kidneys,
writes:
All remedies failed until I used
Electrics Bitters, but four bottles of this wonderful remedy cured me completely.” Maybe
your rheumatic pains come from stomach,
liver and kidney troubles.
Electric Bitters
will ifive you prompt relief. 60c and 11.00.
Recommended by any druggists.

Srlncipal.

a

rest

weary

Doan's Kidney Pills

nor

sleep.

one.

sre

for wetlt kid-

neys.
Have proved their worth in thousand ol
cases.

occurred in their honse-

Thr ('»»»<• of

no

When urinary disorders set in.
Women’s lot is

were

Woe*

When the back aches and throbs.

MT. DESERT.
Friends here

Daily

and End Then.

Ke*d this vromsn’s testimony.
K. L. Robinson, 20 Dillinffbam St.,
**I would not be
Me., says:
without a supply of Doan’s Kidney Pills
in the house, and you cannot make
my
endorsement of them too strornr. I gave
statement for publication in praise of this
Mrs.

Ban?or,

remedy
this

years affo, and
that continued

some

time

add it

can
use

of this

remedy entirely rid

my system of kidney
trouble.”
The above statement must carry conviction to the mind of every reader. Don’t

simply ask fora kidney remedy—oak dutlnctly for Doan's Kidney Pills, the same

'jSDrtjrrtxtmuua.

Mrs. Robinson bad

that

backed

by

home

Foster-Mil burn

—

the

remedy

testimony. 50c. all stores.
Co., Props Buffalo, N. Y.

Your Back is la me— Remember
Name.”

‘•When
the

JOHNSON’S

Only Unwise
People Tolerate

MODVIiE

LINIMENT

CATARRH

Used 102 years
for internal and
external ills.
A

sure

Here is

sore

throat, cramps, cholera morbus, diarrhea,
cuts, burns, bruises,

sprains,

sure

way to get rid of
and all

germs.
(Jet a HYOMEI outfit to-day, folio*
the instructions and breathe five times
a day deep into your lungs the germkilling air through the little inhaler.
At night just before going to bed
use the vapor treatment as directedThis treatment is prescribed by the
best Catarth Specialists in Ametiea
and Europe to destroy Catarrh germs.
Booth’s HYOMEI is Australian
Eucalpytus and other splendid antiseptics. A complete outfit whicli includes inhaler is $1.00; separate bottles. if the first does not entirely
cure, can be obtained for 50 cents, and
money back from G. A. I’archer if
you are dissatisfied. Just breathe it—
no stomach dosing.

relief for

coughs, colds,

a

Catarrh, hawking, situ ding,
misery caused by the Catarrh

etc.
25c and 50c

crywhmrm

11. S. JOHNSON
& CO.,

Mrs.

i

producing maximum cro]» with the least
and without impairing the
fertility of the
Lowell Fertilizers
produce a profitable
crop and increase the fertility of the soil by supplying a reserve for
future seasons. They are compa-rd of Animal
Matter—Hone, Blood
and Meat
to which has been udded t >:_jh in the
proper proportions
to make a perfectly natural
plant food that is active ail the time.
“WILL CONTINUE TO USE LOWELL
FERTILIZER."
*i,1‘
ainml Fmiiuwi I bad about 4.000
u_“uch
V,woU
on nearly « acre. of
ground.
ii» year »» I I, .te bad la
expense

soil.

•»

we^ind b“r*Md““
1

•XP- ct

to

u»

your

paav

\\ rite for our
upon request.

new

It

**“ Even4*° B*uwa *“a

goods as long

:*r

J »!»•» W*

season,

which baa bwa

leaks them as satisfactory' as in tbs
George E. Gabtley, Aroostook County, Me.
as

you

booklet. It’s full of information and will be
we are

sent
not represented In your tewn, write for terms.

Lowell Fertilizer Co., 40 North Market St., Boston, Mass.

There’s purity, uniformity and full
weight guaranteed in every package

days.

Carl Stanley, of Oceanville, is visiting
his grandparents, Ansel Stanley and wife.

season.

March 15.

W. Tracy is at home from Bethel, Vt.

The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs. K.
I B. Stanley Thursday.

winter in

for the

Learn the Cause of

regular

DEEB ISLE, 296.
grange met March

two weeks.

Capt. Archie V. Hutchinson died Monday, March 10, after a painful illness of
The funeral
tuberculosis of the bowels.
was held at the Methodist chapel, Rev.
Mr. Atkins, of West Brookaville, officiating. Interment was at the Baptist
cemetery, Brookaville. Capt. Hutchinson
leaves a widow, whom he married but
a short time ago; also an aged
father
and mother. He was a member of Eggemoggin court, 1. O. F.; also of Harbors ide
grange, P. of H.
March 17.
C.

EDEN.

meeting March 7
eighty-five patrons were present, including visitors from Lamoine and Bay View
At

very bad cold.

sister, Mrs. Grant.

Guy Black, who works on a tow-boat on
Long Island sound, is at home, called by
the death of his uncle, Archie Hutchinson.

BLUEHILL.

_

her

Bar

at

employment.

barge load

BAINBOW. 203, NORTH BBOOKBVILLE.

Guard Bowden, wife and two children,
of Mariaville, are at Abram Duffy’s for

her hus-

Madaline

have

Po-

_________________

week, visiting

they

where

visiting

is

was

I
BLUE HILL FALLS.
Rainbow grange had no meeting March
Mr. Butler, of Brooklin, spent part of 6 or March 13, owing to stormy weather.
the week with Mr. Dunham.
I All report a pleasant time at Uarborside.
Mrs. A. T. Conary is out again, after be- grange.
ing confined to the house two weeks with
a

Harbor,

Harvey
daughter

&3pmiaynuni»

Despite tbe bad travelling the regular
meeting of Massapaqaa grange was held
March 13. In the absence of the lecturer,
no program was presented.

Yeast—Cook three goodsized potatoes, mash, stir in two tablespoons of salt and three of sugar, add one
pint of the water in which the potatoes
boiled for every loaf of bread
were
When this is milk-warm, add
wanted.
one yeast cake (any good kind will do to
In the morning take out one
start it).
pint of the foamy ‘‘beer” and put in a
Then
cool place until next baking day.
use it instead of the dry yeast, always
for
is
to
starter.
It
one
out
easy
pint
saving
renew, and the bread will equal FleischPotato Beer

mao'S.

and

by

wood-

visitors was obliged to stay in the hall
after the others had gone, and a pleasant
social hour was enjoyed.

torn

be made useful.

Mrs. T. T.
band

hart
a

of

gummed haps of unsealed envelopes and
lay them aside for various purposes. They
labeling fruit jars, etc.

an

quite bsdly

was

the
day. Many remained for the regular
session of Bayside grange in the evenThe
ing, about 200 being present.
the
of
evening consisted
program
of opening exercises, entertainment by
host grange, assisted by Mrs. Shirley
Holt, of Lamoine; remarks by visitors.

When

are

Tapley

J. li.

being -aught in the pulley of
sawing machine Friday.

476, ELJJSWOBTH.

The meeting of Green Mountain
mona grange with Bayside March 12
well attended and all seemed to enjoy

RECIPE8 AND HINTS.

to cross

Egyptian Fields.
A Christian Endeavor society has recently been organized in the United
Presbyterian mission at Alexandria, j
Egypt The start was made with a \
membership of twenty-five, but a good
many more attend the meetings who
have not yet signed the pledge. The
membership represents five or six na-

A

their

gram. The full-moon meeting will take
place March 24.

CALANDAB THOUGHTS.

’Tia

were

subject was: “Our National Capitol."
Papers on the following topics were read:
“Its Early History;’’ “Tne Capitol;” “The
Executive Mansion,” “Tbe Library of
Congress” and “Tbe Dead-Letter Office”.
At roll-call many responded with facts or
anecdotes concerning tbe city of Washington, and two members gave interesting
accounts of personal visits. “Tbe Story of
Sophia Holmes” was read, and a cornet
solo made a pleasing change iu tbe pro-

takes

plans

regular meeting plans

changing the dininghall to the first fioor. An interesting and
instructive program was carried out. The

(not all papers are that way,
them) in one column or in
a half dozea places will t>e found reports
of murders, of tights, of accidents, with
the explanation “rum did it,” and in the
game paper will be seen articles against
the sale of

The

_

At the last

up a paper
but many of

prohibiting

program.

discussed relative to

board.
if

short

LAMOIKR, 264.

liquors from the festal

daily,

a

third and fourth degrees will Lie conferred

We are glad indeed to hear from you
and Neil again.
Many hearts are made
glad that the influence going out from the
leaders of the nation is for the abolish-

almost

OOULDSBOBO.

CUSHMAN,

Sunshine by a unanimous vote
at the last reunion, has been confined to the : discord.
About the ugliest thing in the universe is
house by a sprained ankle.
She has our
habit! You would think that
sympathy, with the hope that she is much j the non-joining
anybody, however dnll, might consider his
better by now.
bands, and guess by the look of them that
they must be made to work and help, and take
Dear M. B.'t:
else’s hands!
Home Again, after another trip. Saw lots of hold of somebody
—Kate Douglat Wiggin.
new sights, heard lots of new things and saw

changed

weeks

William P. Gray and wife appreciate a
of post cards and presents received
upon the fiftieth anniversary 01

Sanderson

presented.

was

A

been washed twice, once when bis father died
and “Mrs. Cbatto washed me before she put
roy new clothes on”. Think of the (food work
Nell is doing mothering those neglected one*.
Blessed work!
Oh, roust sky a word for temperance, as we
have three tables at Washington free from
wine—alt democrats, too. Mr. Newbert, I am
glad William J. Bryan is at last at Washington.
He may be president yet. I admire his
grit and push. Washington has some noble
temperance men in Congress who have taken
their consciences with them and won't vote
against it, as Maine democrats have fi.it comDell.
pelled to do.

ment of wines and

After recess, a proreadings, recitations and

stories,

membership

'Write for

by mail.

served.

songs was furnished by the lecturer of
One application for
Harborside grange.

a

It is free and

expensive.

gram of

we

M.

was

A

fidential) Lynn, Mass.
Every woman ought to have
Lydia E. Pinkham’s SO-page

Frequently,

Palatxa, Fla., March 8.

Job xix, 26. 27: Ps. xvU, 15:
Dan. xii, 2, 3; Matt, xxil, 31. 32;
Luke xiv. 1-15; xv, 24-32; Rom.
xii, 1. 2: I Cor. xv. 12-20: Gal. iL
19-21; CoL ill, 1-5; Eph. U. 1-9;
II Tim. iv, 1-&

instructed in the third snd fourth

Address grange.
tended.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (con- beans were

her contribotions very much.

READINGS.

was

generous offer of assistance.

it today.

littie child needed the
Very likely many
mother’s care while she was "hiking*’ on to
If they get the ballot they
Washington.
should pay a poll tax. and expect no more
courtesy than one mau would pay auother.
The poem, “Keep on Laughing," suited me.
tor 1 thought one might as well laugh if they
kept on aching; it is good medicine and pleasKind wishes for all. bisric* E.
ant to take.

house-cleaning”,

Han-

grange,

Fogg
ill; reading, Mary
has the Company allowed these confi- BurriU; story, Maurioe Miller; vocal solo,
letters
te
out
of
their
dential
get
pos- Marcia Burr ill; remarks by visitors and
session, as the hundreds of thousands members.
of them in their files will attest
HABBOB&IDK, 478, SOUTH BBOOKSVILLK.
Out of the vast volume of experience
At tbe regular meeting of Harborside
which they have to draw from, it is more
grange March 12, 110 were present, includthan possible that they possess the very
ing visitor® from Rainbow, Penobscot,
knowledge needed is your esse. Noth- Sedgwick, Halcyon, and Hast Bluehill
is
in
ssked
return
ing
except your good granges. Third and fourth degrees were
will, and their advice has helped thouably and impressively worked on seven
sands. Surely any woman, rich or poor,
candidates by tbe officers of Rainbow
should be
to take
this

sympathy with the suffragette.

mention

of

received;
application
icine Co., Lynn, degrees.
Your letter also one demit. Refreshments were served
I Maas.
recess.
st
The
lecturer presented a prowill be opened, read
and answered by a gram of readings, conundrums, stories,
ivBa
woman and held in etc.
strict confidence. A woman can freely
NSW CKJfTCKY, 356, DEDHAM.
talk of her private illness to a woman ;
First and second degrees were conferred
thus has been established a confidential on two candidates in New Oentury grange
correspondence which has extended over March 8. Visitors from granges in Fairmany years and which has never been field .were present. An interesting report
broken. Never have they published.a of the lecturers’ conference was
given by
testimonial or used a letter without the Lecturer Hazel Cowing; piano solos, Etbel
written consentof the wr.ter.and never
and Marcia Burr

obtainable

a

“don’t

Mis* Ldcretia Pray is
spending ,
with
Mrs. E. E.
Atherton
Somesville.

Jessie B. Gray and wife have returned
to their home at Harborside, Mr. Gray
having finished his work here.

_

Bing, ring Easter bells!
Christ has suffered, bat has risen;
Shall we linger near the prison?
Carol, carol with rejoicing—
Earth and Heaven their Joy are voicing—
Ring, Easter bells!
—Alie* X. Spieer.

we hare a
President. I
wise and true as

date

One

Christ—we smile;
Easter bells!

WTell,

and family.

Chatto

h,

rth*

Herding.

shower

DATES.

dia£. Pinkham Med-

oar

new

visiting Alfred

_

Ring, ring—something tells
Each and ail of life above.
In each heart are hopea and love;
Ringing to onr dear ones while—

Hoping
Ring,

reaaon.

is

Benson

Harvey

SKAOUKT, 471, SOUTH DBRB ISLE.
good health.
private
March 10.
Seagirt grange met March 8, with
correspondence deOne candipartment of the Ly- twenty-five members present.
Lowell Cousins

Ri tg, Easter beilsJ
What a note of joy yon're soundtog.
While the sunshine, all surrounding.
Call* the crocus, buttercup.
Hyacinth and violet upRing, Faster bells]

in

good

Suggestions.

Mr*. Charlotte Clark, ol
Trenton
been visiting her *nnt, Mr*.

at BruLswick.
Mrs.

Th.s

INDIAN POINT.

returned to his school

Leslie Black has

woman’s

BASTSK C*aOL.

worry about our inability to explain a life in union with Christ when
physical life, even in its humblest
forms, is as great a mystery?
Christian life to be vital must be
constantly nourished. In all tbe realm
of nature there is no form of life that
lives uj>on Itself. In every sphere of
life the appropriation of outward elements Is essential to sustentation and
growth. The soul must also be nourished. and God has provided the means
of grace by which this can be done.
There must be daily communion with
Christ the reading and study of the
Scriptures, private and public worship
and active engagement in Christian
service. There must be spiritual "exercise unto godliness.”
"They that
wait upon the Lord shall renew their

tionalities from the east and west
drawn together to praise and to
pray
to the same Lord. Miss Grace Saxes,
a well known American Bible
teacher,
who has been staying in Alexandria
for several weeks, has led two of the
prayer meetings and has been a blessing to all. Christian Endeavor is far
different in this country from what It
fa la America or England, but our motive and our atm are the same.
We
have a vast Moslem population on the
one hand and on the other a large European population, a great part of
which Is entirely given up to the
things of the world. “Who la sufficient
far these things?" Our sufficiency is
of God.—-T. L. Btgwood of Alexandria.
Egypt, is Christian Endeavor World.

to

SOUTH BKOOKSViiXE.

pecially

Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense

The Aiutictf.
hil w< j-tb. Me.

we

“The Smallest Society In the World.”
When Dr. Clark was in Asia Minor
on his first visit to Turkey some twenty
years ago be spent a day or two in
the home of Rev. L. 8. Crawford in
Brusa.
There be saw “the smallest
Christian Endeavor society in the
world" and wrote about it for tbe
Christian Endeavor World, or the Golden Rule, as it was then called.
It consisted of two boys, one an
American boy, the son of the missionary, and the other an Armenian boy,
Lonkas Kyrtakldes. They were about
eight or nine years old at that time
and held their meetings on a wide shelf
in a large closet, as the boys said “it
seemed a little more sacred” to climb
up and be there by themselves. Everything that a Christian Endeavor society ought to do they did, even to tbe
taking up of a collection.
The father of the American boy, who
Is still a missionary In Turkey, writes
to Dr. Clark that his son Douglas, who
is now a teacher In Phillips academy,
Andover, Mass., has just been married
to one of Andover’s fair daughters and
that Dr. Loukas Kyriakldes, who is
now a research chemist with the Hood
Rubber eompuny in Boeton, was one
of the honored guests at the
wedding.
Thus there has recently been a reunion
on
American soil of “the smallest
Christian Endeavor society in the
world.”

“Helpful and Hopefml”

It* motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning March 23. 1913.

BIBLE

“MTHT MAl>OE”.

houte, as Mr*, Sanderson > fsther
deus Borne*, died there
recently.

COUNTY NEWS.

aimmisnnrov

JHutual Bmetrt Column.

Byron Tracy is

home from

Cam-

den, where she has been visiting her sunt,
Mrs. Whitmore.
K.
March 17.

UPTON’S TEA
Sustains and Cheers

NEWS.

mUNTY

home. She
end

a

wm of a
cheerful, genial nature
ministering angel in times of sick-

ness.

Ellsworth, hss

for the

Mattocks

Msrion

J)j„

of

summer.

has

returned

was a

Lowell, where she has been visiting
Iriends.
Mrs. Edmund Giles and Misses Florence
The Pythian Sisters will give a benefit
hall Friday evening, Giles and Marion Crosby visited the
camp
ball st K-. of P.
troni

March

March 17.

on Middle branch last week.
Luther Kenniston, who has been attending the winter term of school at Maine
Central institute, Pittsfield, is at home on
a vacation.
#
March 1.7.
C.

Bradbury Smith met with an accident at
which confines him
tbe ferry Wednesday,
His many friends hope tor
to the house.
a speedy recovery.
M. L. Stevens lodge, K. of P., is having
on the hall.
The small
a fire escape put
fire that occurred Feb. 25 aroused tbe mem-

FRENCHBORO.
Lizzie Gott, after a few days with
her mother, Mrs. Alma Lunt, has returned
Mrs.

to

necessity of having one, and
action was taken.

bers to the

McKinley.
Mrs. Alma Lunt, Mrs. Lily

Mrs. Cora Lunt gave

The town voted unanimously to continue in the school district writh Winter
Harbor snd Gouldsboro. This insures the
re-election of A. W. Gordon as superintendent, a position he has most ably filled.
Uirioo.
March 17.

a

evening. Proceeds, fl2

Dalzetl and

Cassie Lunt has returned to Stonington, after spending the winter with
her parents.
Charles K. Lunt was in Rockland last
week on business.
Miss

1

Dutton,, in Bath,

where he

was

town

as

three

tax-collector and had

been

the legislature.
children.

Powell has returned to her home
in Clinton.
March 13.
G.

a

PRETTY MARSH.

Albert Johnson has returned from Bar
Harbor, where he has been for the past
two weeks.

School closed Friday for a two weeks’
vacation, which the teacher, Miss Bart-lett, will spend at her home in Bangor.
March 17.

Mn. H. W. Joyce has been ill the past
weefc.
The Green leaf club met with Mrs. F. F.
March 14.

Morse

rep-

He leaves

Eugene Gordins and wife are visiting
Mrs. Gordins’ parents, Benjamin Carter
and wife.

U.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

OAK POINT.

%

Grindle and family
cottage here.
A.

H.

Emerson Ladd and wife

are

at

their

visited in La-

last week.

moine

Mrs. G. W. Smith had

a slight shock
Charles Sargent, who underwent an
improving.
operation in the Bangor hospital recently,
Phoebe Kent has been ill of grip is at home, and gaining slowly.

Tuesday, but
Miss

is

now

j and heart trouble the past week.
recitations, singing, etc. At tbe close!
A card party was given in I. O. R. M.
of the entertainment, refreshments were hall Thursday evening.
There were ten
served. A neat little sum was realized.
tables of sixty-three, flinch and rook.
from
A large delegation
Bay View Luncheon was served.
March 15.
grange attended Green Mountain Pomona
S.
Ralph
grange at hayside Wednesday.
Robbins took a four-horse load over.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Among those in the party were Leon
Mrs. Bertha McPhee, of Waterville, is
Smith and wife, Jnlien Emery, E. W.
her home
It is much re-

March 17.

M.

of

1

Haraor, Alvah Hanscom, Capt. A. H.
Leiand, Misses Gertrude Dunton, Lizzie
Fogg, Lona Rich, Mrs. Lulu Alley, ClarLulu
Sarence
Alley, Mrs. Sargent,
went
in
who
Others
single
gent.
and
were
Lester
McFarland
teams
wife, Melbourne Rinaldo and wife and
Charles A. Hamor. The day was perfect,
and everybody had an enjoyable time.
R.
March 15.
ISLE AU HAUT.

Henry Gross and Mrs. Vennie Gross
visiting in Rockland.
Freeman Hamilton, of
visiting at Duck Harbor.

people.

are

ness

for the

getting
family, who

here

the house in readi-

Thursday.
The townpeople were all glad
Captain Barbour, of Swan’s Island,

to

see

on

the

Vinal Haven. He has been off
months; Reuben Pray substituted
for him.

steamer

have

spent the

Tho^en

lost

a

cow

has gone to British
where he has employment.
Sinclair

of

e.

Mrs. Sherman McFarland, who has been
very 111, is improving. Her mother, Mrs.
Daniel Gallison, who has been caring for
her, has returned home.
March 17.

Sumac.

three

A cargo of ice was discharged at Point
Lookout thia week for C. D. Turner. It
was cat in Stonington, on
Burnt Land
pond. Capt. Kane, of Bluehill, brought it
in his schooner.
March 8.
C.

WEST BROOKUN.
Mrs. Moulton Cooper is ill of grip.
Frank

Staples

is

visiting

family

his

here.

Ralph Willey is visiting relatives
and vicinity.

in

Jesse
wife, of Oceanville, are
visiting Mrs. Martha Eaton.
D. H. Bridges went to Rockland Thurs-

WEST FRANKLIN.

A

daughter

was

and

wife

born to Fred

are

both

day.
Gray

and

wife March 16.

He has

employment

the

steamer

Booth bay.
March 17.

B.

Aifred Small has gone to Boston to
work.

Mrs. Euola Hathaway, of Peabody,
Eugene Butler, who has been at borne
Mass., is visiting in Sedgwick.
a vacation, returned to his position on
Roland Raynes has returned from Banlightship 73 Saturday evening.
where he has been for treatment of
Owing to poor sledding, men and teams gor,
Not for
coming out of the woods.
is said, has there been such
small stock for the mill.
March 17.
Che’e’b.

fifty years, it
»

his eyes.

Sadie.

March 10.
ORLAND.

Point,

Deborah

died

Walter Donnell has purchased the sum*
bungalow of John Tracy, and will
move it just opposite the home of Milton
Johnson.

Vegetables.
15
Carrots, lb,
03
Onions, tb
20 325 Squash,

Celery,

lkj

38
38

35340

Tea—per
Japan.
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb-

45 365
30365

Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per tb

and the ONLY
test
of time.
NO
humane.

06308
20g25

Haddock,

08

03

rational

Mrs. Harold Hanna, of East Sullivan,
visited relatives here a few days last week.
Mrs. Mattie Bean Bragdon and daughter
Helen, of Franklin, visited her
brother, Fred Bean, last week.
March 17.
Phoebe.
OOTT’S ISLAND.

F. C. Worcester and wife

08

25
50

absolutely relieves pain

AND MBA8UBB8.

and removes the cause.
Prevents the muscles
from stiffening, wards
off chills, produces a
quick .speedy and permanent relief from rheumatism, colds, sore throat,
sprains, lameness, soreness, pains, chilblains,
toothache, lumbago and
many other similar drawbacks that deprive you
of good health.
Guaranteed under the
Pure Food Laws.
Composed of gums,oils
and vegetable extracts.
That’s why it is perfectly harmless and can be taken
n&Uy as well as used externally.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas.
60 pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
turnips, rye and
pounds; of carrots, English
Indian meal,50pounds; of parsnips, 45pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

and children should be
given Magee’s Emulsion to strengthen
All druggists
the body. Never (ails.
I

Inters

Don’t suffer another moment. Get bottle todayof
send ns
your druggist. If he cannot supply y..uwe will send
In stamps, together with his name and
Tour
bottle.
you promptly, prepaid, a large sited
back if It does not do what we claim.
^ money

80^

Tuttlt Elixir Co., 17 Btvtriy St, Boston, Maw.

WEST SURRY.
James D. Patten is visiting relatives in

Surry.
Miss Bessie Joyce, of Atlantic, is visitA little
ing her sister, Mrs. Vina Moore.
and Mrs.

Mrs. Phebe E. Bennett, of Boston, is at
Bernard, and will soon visit her father,
C»pt. E. L. Gott, here.
March 14.
Chips.

arrived at the home of Mr.
Guy Carlisle March 13,
Mrs. W. D. Leach, with son Hoyt, of
East Orland, visited her parents, R. 8.
Leach and wife, last week.
U.
March 17.

CAST1NE.
Mrs. C. E. McCiuskey, one of Castine’s
estimable women, died Friday, aged
fifty-six years. She had been failing in
health several years.
Mrs. McCiuskey
'vas born in
Penobscot, the daughter of
^api. William Smith and wife. When she
Was two years of
age her parents moved to
^astine, and this had ever since been her
most

home

son

COREA.
C. L. Leighton, who was able to get out
week, is confined to his bed again.
A. C. Lufkin, wife and son Woodbury

last

called to Brooklyn, N. Y., Thursday,
by the illlnes of Mr. Lufkin’s daughter,
Mrs. K. T. Baldwin.
sMarch 17.

lliilllimillllllllllllllllllllilllllll
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COODALL

Onsss Geodt
From Loom
to W«ar«f
AT MILL PRICES
Palm Beach Cloth in Plain and
Fancy Weaves. Color Natural
Send for samples of this
Tan.
cloth, and also our regular line.

Coodall Worsted O©.,
Salesroom,

Sanford, Maine.

were

Subscribe for The Amertca>

Total railroad bonds of Maine,
Ashland Light, Power, & Street Railway,
Wis 5s. 1939,
Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg. 5s. 1916,
Hereford, 4s, 1930,
Hudson Valley, N. Y., 5s, 1951,
Hudson Valley, N. Y., Non-Cum. Inc. Deb.
5s. 1951,
Marion Railway, Light & Power Co., O., 5s. 1924,
Minneapolis, Lyndale & Minnetonka. 5s, 1919,
Rockford & Interurban, 111., 5s, opt. 1907,
Syracuse, Lake Shore & Northern, 5s, 1947,
Williamsport & North branch, 4i*js, 1981,
Zanesville Electric, ()., 4s. opt. 1904,

Tuttle’s
Family Elixir

5031 66
35al 50
5031 90

atbcrtiannnita

Total public funds out of Maine,
Railroad Bonds Owned.
Bangor & Aroostook, 5s. 1943,
Bangor & Aroostook. Piscataquis div., 5s, 1943,
Knox & Lincoln. 5s, 1921,
Maine Central, 4^8, 1916,

—

50
1
1
1

Manchester. N. H.,4s, 1917, water,
Muskegon, Mich.. 5s, 1924, water,
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.. 4s, 1921, water,
West Bay Ciiy, Mich., 5s. 1917, elec light,

Are you burdened and held captive by
“kinks in the joints,” bruises, sprains,
lameness and pains in the cords and musIf you only knew the value of
cles ?
Tuttle’s Family Blixir as thousands of
others know it—if you could only talk with
those who have benefited by its use in the
you would get a bottle
past fifty years
at once ii it cost four times the price.

an

from Wesley for a short visit.
Gilbert Gerrish and wife, of Winter
Harbor, were guests of the Cowperthwaites over Sunday.
U.
March 17.

Total public funds of Maine,
County of Hennepin & Minneapolis, Minn., 4*28,
1924, Ct. House and City Hall,
Lyon, Kan., 4^8,1919, refunding,
City of Duluth, Minn., 5s, 1918. gen. fund,

Stop That Everlasting Pain

PORTLAND
are

Ellsworth, 48,1917, refunding,
Town of Newport. 4s, opt. 1907, municipal,
Eastbrook, orders,

TELEPHONE 2224

Easter concert.
Rev.

Public Funds Owned.

County of Aroostook, 4*28, 1915, R. R. Aid,
Cumberland, S^s, 1921, Ct. House,
Penobscot, 31*28 ,1922, Ct. House,
Washington, 4s, opt. 1923, R. R. Aid,
City of Deering, 4s, 1917, sewer,

and

MENTAL

Portland, Maine

151 Congress Street

18
24325
15
25^30
14
15

Scallops, qt,
Flour. Grain and Peed.
Oats, bn
6 00 3 6 50 Shorts—bag
Mix feed, bag
1 20
Corn, 100B> bag
120 Middlings,bg
Corn meal,bag
1 20
Cracked corn,

Methods

^

The ideal colors

for the

rainy day job

Will make your buggy, carryall,
automobile or farm wagon
lew
igon look
like NEW.
Combines Quality and Brilliancy la

Exceptional

Measure.

You simply cannot buy a better
line of coach colors than PORT*
LAND. As for wear it

%

Weathers all Weathers.
Almost

every

22.905 30
2,786 03

$292,957 82

RESOURCES.

Home Remedies for Tobacco Using
and Nervousness
.

16

Flour—per bbl—

...

ONE that has stood tha
SICKNESS.

*457,265 99

Reserve fund.
Undivided profits.

The KEELEY INSTITUTE

1 15
12

Smelts, lb,

Charles C. Burrill, Treasurer.
Charles R. Burrill, Assistant Treasurer.
Burrill, F. Carroll Burrill, Augustus E. Moore, Albert F. Burnham, Har-

LIABILITIES.

DERANGEMENT OR COLLAPSE.

04

12325 Cod,
50 Clams, qt,

Halibut.

day of February, 1913.

Deposits.

05

20
Buckwheat, pkg
04®05
Graham,
Rye meal,
04^05

Oran meal, lb
Granulated, 05^306 Oil—per gal—
06
Linseed,
Yellow, C
10
Kerosene,
Powdered,
35360
Molasses, gal,
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, lb:
Beef, lb:
25 340
Steak.
Chop,
Ham, per lb
20(j30
Roasts,
10 315
Shoulder,
Corned,
Bacon,
Veal:
28
Salt.
Steak,
Roasts,
15316
Lard,
Lamb:
15 320
Lamb,
Fresh Pish.

the 26th

vard C.Jordan.

and

03

Rice, per lb
Vinegar, gal

on

Moore, President.

Trustees—Charles C.

Liquor
Drug Using

Groceries.
20 328

As it existed

Auoustus E.

For

03
03

Beets,

HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK, ELLSWORTH,

Organizbd March 17, 1873.

08

35300 Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz
15
Cranberries, qt,

Mocha.
Java,

j

OP THB

A Scientific Treatment

30

Coffee—per Jb
Rio,

Hay’s Hair Health9

Never Falla to Restore Gray Halrfo Its
Natural Color »ad Beauty. Stop* ra falling
out, and positively removes Dandruff. Is not a
Refuse all substitutes. $1.00 and 50c.
Dye.
Bottles by Mail or at Druggists. Ench
Send 10c lor large sample Bottle rKCB
Philo Bay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J„ U. S. A.

Bank Statement.

oQre

Loose.10 al2
Baled.
15

BIKCH HARBOR.
Bunday school is practicing for

Hall’s Hair Renewer certainly stops
falling hair. No doubt about it whateverI__Yon_will surely be satisfied,

iK?eley

Htraw.

who lived with her.

The

it

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

*KK».
Fresh laid, per doz.
25
Poultry.
Fowl.18 320
Chickens.20 322
Hay.
Best loose, per ton.15 317

Potatoes, pk,
Cabbage,

as

you use

Country Produce.

Creamery per ft.40 345
.30 336
Dairy...*.

moved

mer

Slice it

Stops falling Hair

Parcher, Druggist, Ellsworth,

—

Milton Johnson and Walter Donnell
their families home from Tunk
pond this week.

fresh tobacco—no package to pay for—no
Get a plug at your dealer's
today.

that’s Sickle tobacco.

10c

Try a bottle of Vino!, with the understanding that your money will
be returned If It does not help you.
For rough, scaly skin, try
P. S.
We guarantee it.
our Saxo Salve.
Geo. A.
Me.

—

3 Ounces

and felt tired all the time because my
rest was broken so much. The effect
of taking your cod liver and Iron remedy, Vinol, is that my cough Is gone.
I can now get a good night’s rest, and
I feel much stronger In every way."
It is the combined action of the
medicinal elements, cods’ livers, aided
by the blood-making and strengthcreating properties of tonic iron which
makes Vlnol so efficient in curing
chronic coughs, colds and bronchitis
—at the same time building up the
weakened, run-down system.

Invalids

R. Connor, ol Leach’s
Thursday at the home of Eben
in Orland, where she was emHugh Pettee visited relatives in East Snowman,
ployed as nurse when taken suddenly ill
Franklin last week.
of heart failure, dying in two hours.
Alden Robertson is employed at Noyes’
Mrs. Connor was seventy years of age.
mill, West Goulds boro.
Miss Maria Higgins,
She leaves a sister
Mrs.

A8HVILLE.

More tobacco
waste

Mrs. Maria Primrose, of 87 Newell
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., says: "I had
a very heavy cold which settled Into
which kept me
chronic cough,
a
awake nights for fully three months,

A

SUNSET.

on

are

Are Being Cured by Vinol.
Did yon ever cough for a month?
Then just think how distressing it
must be to have a cough hang on for
three months.

Hotter.

LAW RBGAKDING WEIGHTS

Samuel Savage, who has been in poor
health this winter, la improving.
The infant son of Henry Billings and
wife died of pneumonia last week.

on

dry

prices

Oysters, qt,

Boston

Eaton and

Newell Hardison
quite ill.

quotations
in Ellsworth:

Tobacco that comes already cut-up, in
packages, gets
and stale—bums fast and hot, and bites
your
tongue. The original flavor and moisture cannot escape
from the Sickle plug—they are pressed in and
kept in
by the natural leaf wrapper.

HOW CHRONIC COUGHS

Fruit.

valuable

Milliken,
Ellsworth, is
visiting her grandparents, H. C. Milliken
and wi

MRKKTS.

below give the range of

Turnips.
Spinach, pk,

WEST HANCOCK.

recently.

retail

And tobacco cannot keep fresh after it is cut
up, any
better than bread or meat can. To
get fresh tobacco,
you must cut it off the plug yourself, just before it goes
into your pipe. That’s the way you use Sickle tobacco—
that’s the reason it bums slowly, and always affords
you
a cool, sweet,
satisfying smoke.

a

dhbmisnnmu

Baled.18^20

Dallas Tracey and wife, who have spent
a few weeks here, have returned to Sullivan.
They will leave there this week for
Brookton, where Mr. Tracey is to Uach.
March 17.
T.

Miss Martha

Miss Gladys Sbute returned to her home
Bucksport Saturday. She has taught
school in district No. 2, which closed

poor

winter in Gouldsboro.

visiting Columbia,

in

is in

Miss Grace Woodworth and sister Feodora

Hermon
are

McPhee

Health.

Mrs. Abbie
is

Mrs.

that

gretted

are

Rockland,

Victor and Ernest Prescott
friends and relatives in town.

visiting

KLLSWORTH
The

Like Food, Mus€
Fresh To Be Good

spend-

He had been ill about
two months of heart disease and bloodpoisoning. Mr. Littlefield was nearing
his seventy-second birthday.
He was
born in this town, and nearly all his life
had been spent here. He had served the
ing the winter.

supper Thursday
for repapering the

Miss

C. E. Pettingill i« upending a few days
with his daughter Florence in Ellsworth.
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
T. 8. Liscomb Friday afternoon, and made
definite arrangements for the supper and
social to he given at the grange hall
Thursday evening.
School closed Friday afternoon for a
vacation of one week. The term has been
and profitable one.
Miss
s successful
McFarland, the teacher, gave an interesting entertainment with her pupils at
the grange hall. The program consisted

Ada

Tobacco,

and daughter-in-law
vain attempt to save him, dragging him as far as the head of the stairway, where they were forced by the flames
and smoke to abandon him.
made

John H. Littlefield, of this place, died
Sunday at the home of bis daughter, Mrs.

resentative to

church.

SALISBURY COVE.

B.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

of E. R. Giles

21.

Mrs. Nancy Smyth and daughter, Mrs.
Minnie Martin, of Steuben, are visiting
ber son, E. C. Smyth.

prompt

SbberiMmtitB.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

Joseph Howard Files, a veteran Maine
NORTH GKLAND.
journalist, and since 1903 chief editorial
Mrs. Nancy Dodge- is visiting friends writer of the Portland Press, died Wedhere.
nesday, aged sixty-one years. He was
born in Waterford, and was graduated
Mvs. Ethel Osgood, who has been ill all from Colby college in the class of 1877.
winter, is failing.
Hon. Philip H. Stubbs, oi Strong, a
AMHERST.
Mrs. Caroline Gray* who has been in leading member of the bar in Franklin
Veazie
a
few
Mrs. Hollas Salsbury visited friends in
weekB, returned home Tues- county, died Saturday, aged seventy-five
years. He served in Senate and legislature,
Aurora recently.
day.
and bad been a leader in town affairs for
Mrs. A. E. Gray and children are visit- years. He was
Mias Beulah Kenniston, who has been
graduated from Howdoin
teaching in Greenville, is home for a va- ing her mother, Mre- Burtor Arey, of in 1860, and from Harvard law school in
1863.
cation.
Long Pond.
The blind and helpless father of Edward
School No. 3 closed March 10, after a
Harry Patterson has moved his family
into A. H. Gray’s vacant house, which he Carr was burned to death in a fire which
term of twelve weeks, taught
by Miss
destroyed the latter’s home at Masardis
recently bought of Mrs. Ida Patterson.
Bernice Clark, of Amherst.
last week. His wife

Gordon is In Couldsboro
A. W. Gord.i.

(ties Bessie

eisitiug her brother,
Beuben Horlbert,
here
moved his fsmily

COUNTY NEWS

member of the Rebekah
lodge, and an honorary member of the relief corps. She leaves a has
band, an aged
mother and one brother-Edward
Smith,
of East port.

WEST SULLIVAN.
who baa been ill of (trip, Is
peter Milne,
out •*»>"•
clerk for F. E. Pettenpouglss Milne,
*» H*.
gill,
who bee been ill of
Mrs. Nancy Ash,
is slowly recovering.

pip,

She

|
|

Par Estimated and Charged.
Value. Market Value, on Books.
$2,000 00
$2,020 00
$2 000 00
3.000 00
2,925 00
2.97Q 00
5.000 00
4,850 00
6,100 00
2.000 00
2,020 00
2,000 00
600 00
602 50
500 OO
500 00
502 50
50000
10,000 00
10,000 00
10,000 00
128 07
128 07
12307
23,128 07
1,065 00
3.000 00
2,090 00
2.000 00
1.075 00
4.950 00
2.060 00

1,009 00
3.000 00
2.000 00
24)00 00
1,000 00
5.000 00
2.000 00

3,240 00
2 120 00
5,175 00
1,005 00

3 000 00
2000 00
5.000 00
1.000 00

5.000 00
2.000 00
2,000 00
1.000 00

5.000 00’
2.000 00
2,000 00

4,750

00
5.000 00
2.000 00
6,000 00
6,000 00
8,000 00
2,000 00

200 90
5.00000
2,050 00
6.000 00
5,000 00
1,950 00
1,580 00

400 00
4,875 0C.
1.920 00.
5,760 00
4 814 33
3.000 00
2.000 00

4.000 00
1.500 00
5.000 00
500 00
4.000 00
1.000 00

4.000 00
1.500 00
5.000 00
500 00
4,000,00
1.000 00

4.000
1,300 00
5.000 00
480 00
4.000 00
1.000 00

2,000 00,
5,000 00

2,000 00
4,900 00

1,920 OO
4,650 00

8.500 OO

3.500 00

3,500 00

3.000 00
2.000 00
2,000 00
1,000 00
5.000 00
2.000 00
16 000

16490 00

3.000 00
2.000 00
6,000 00
1,000 00
000

n

950 00

400

Total railroad bands out of Maine,
Corporation Bonds Owned.
American Realty Company, 5s, opt. 1903,
Bar Harbor Electric Light Co., 4^8, 1921.
Lewiston & Auburn Elec. Light, Co., 5s, 1939,
Macbias Water Company, 5s. 1916,
Maine Water Company, 58, 1931,
Newport Water Company, 5s. 1915,
Northern Water Company, E. Millinocket,
5s, 1927,
Rumford Falls Power Company, is, 1945,
Stone Ezel Lodge No. 139,1. O. O. F., Corinna,
5s 1917,
Tremont lodge, No. 77. F. and A. M., Southwest
Harbor, 5s. opt. 1913,

83,400 00

Total corporation bonds owned,
Railroad Stock Owned.
European & North American,
National Bank Stosk Owned.
Burrill National Bank, Ellsworth,
Casco National Bank, Portland,
Cumberland National Bank, Portland,
First National Bank, Bar Harbor,
Portland National Bank, Portland,

26

Total national bank stock owned,
Other Bank Stock Owned.
Rumford Falls Trust Company,
Loans on railroad bonds.
Det roit, Toledo & I ronton,
Ithaca street, New York,
New York, Auburn & Lansing,

$23,098 07

1,000 00

11

wURGES 3

^BESC"

.ooooa

00

1,975 00
2.000 00

1,000400

32^94 38.

10000

00

100 ogfe

100 00

600

00

400

00

■c*26 60

400 00

10000 00
500 00
700 00
500 00
1,000 00

10 .,006 00

10,000 00

26 150 00

1,650 00

500 00
700 00
500 00
1,000 00

9.000 00

1,000 00

620 00

875 00
760 00

12,700

400 00

12,700 00

1,000 00

Loans on Corporation Bom's.
Newpori Light & Power Company,
Ticonic Foot Bridge Company, Waterville,.

1,000 00

500 00
2,500 00
3.000 00

2,500 00
8,000 00

6 000 00

416 57
1,855 75

418 57
1,855 75

2,272 82

220 00
2,289 00

220 00
2,289 00

2,509 00

500

00

Loans on Corporation Stock.
First National Bank Building Company, ElLsHaucock Land

Company, Frenchman’s Bay,

Loans on Burrill National Bank, Ellsworth,
stock,
Loans to Sherwin Burrill Soap Co., Ellsworth
(endorsed),
Loans on names,
Loans on mortgages of real estate,

5,350 00

5,850 00

750 00
4,000 00
95,144 80

750 00
4,000 00
95.144 80

105,224 80

Real estate foreclosure,
Safe and furniture,

18,515 35
2.376 72

18 515 35
2,876 72

20,892 07

30,629 17
538 66

2,028 65
30,629 17
538 66

Premium account,
Cash on deposit.
Cash on hand.

2,028 65
81,167 88

dealer in Maine

PORTLAND, as no
other satisfies so thoroughly.

carries

Total.

Unpaid accrued interest,
Due depositors, earned dividend and accrued
State tax.

5,472 95

$299,182 04
$269,782 58

Estimated market value of resources above lia
bility for deposits, earned dividend and
State tax,
Annual expenses,

$292,957 32

$29,849 51

$2,700.
Robust F.

Dcntow, Bank Commissioner.

of luterest to Hancock County Readers.
The Bar Harbor automobile bill, with
emergency clause attached, was passed in
the Senate Wednesday. The House Thursday gave the bill, with emergency clause
attached, its final passage, by a vote of 109

Legislative News

▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINR.
BT THE

HkNCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus. Associate Editor.

reckoned

are

rearages

the

at

rate

closing Upper Patten pond,
also bill for protection of game birds in
The bill for

town of

Eden,

filed,

have been

on recom-

mendation of committee, the subjects
being covered in general game law re-

of $2 pet

vision.

rear.

The committee

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application

on

sea

and shore

fish-

reported “ought not to pass'’ on
prevent the destruction of smelts
in Union river and Morgan’s bay.
A batch of Hancock county matters
came back from committee Friday.

Business comm unlcMtloiis should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
Able to The Hancock county Publishing
CO., Ellsworth, Maine.

black

Triplet

to

OOSSIP.

COUNTY

lambs

the

was

unusual

addition to tbe flock of I. S. Candage, of
Sedgwick, last week. Black lambs are

triplets

not rare, and

not

ar9

venue in Knox county court; on
authorizing conveyance of Two Bush
island and Black ledges, East Penobscot
bay; on resolve in aid of Chick hill road
{recommitted to committee); on resolve

Island

act

|

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1913

uncommon

amoung sheep, but the combination
the two is decidedly unusual.

of

act

outlet of

screen

Toddy pond;

solve in

favor of fish

pond;

act to

on

in certain

rat

on

re-

hatchery at Tunk

prohibit taking of muskwaters in Bucksport and

Orland.
withdraw’’ was granted peticlosing of Branch pond stream.

“Leave to
tioners for

“Ought

to

pass’’

was

reported

on

act to

incorporate the Bluehill Water Co., and
Seawall boasts the most aristocratic heD on act to incorporate Southwest Harbor
in Hancock county.
Finding the front i Water District.
The act to amend the city charter of
door of her mistress’ home open one day j
recently, she w alked in and up-stairs to j Ellsworth was passed to be engrossed in
the front chamber, picked out the pretti- the Senate Monday.
The act to extend charter of the Hanest sofa pillow upon a couch, and laid an

caterpillar

A

was

seen

in Ellsworth

snow

yellow

and

crawling

last

week, and

butterfly

black

the

on

visited

a

big
La-

Crows, bluejays and woodpeckers
are
talking about spring, and getting
ready to welcome the returning migrants.
Flocks of robins are reported as seen at
Goulds boro.
raoine.

_

With the repeal of the Eden exclusion
laws, Mt. Desert now will be the only
town

Mt.

on

Desert

excluded.

are

County Railway Co.
“ought not to pass” by

cock

egg-

island

Sentiment

where autos

is somewhat di-

there, but with Eden open, it is
that Mt. Desert will soon come
The McBride bill, which
into line.
doubtless will be passed by the present
legislature, gives the town the privilege of
opening or closing its roads as it sees fit.
It is believed the autoists are in a slight
vided

probable

majority.

_

The Gott’s Island

correspondent recently, in stating that Mrs. Susan Gott
Babbidge was a member of the Mount
Vernon ladies’

association, asked if there
Hancock county
who
association.
Mrs.
Lewis Jordan, of
Mt. Desert
Ferry,
writes: “I lived in Otis at the time, and

living in
belonged to the

was

anyone

to join the asonly one on the list
from that town now living.
We were
classed among the largest according to
population, and with the first to report I
would like to hear from others if they are
was

of the first

one

sociation.

I

am

the

interested, for the time is short for me.
I do not think many can go back much
farther than 1830. What a beautiful custom it was in the past time for the boats
that passed Washington tomb to ring!
Do the boats still toll as they pass?”
LOST MOTOR BOAT.

was

reported

committee

on

legal affairs.
An act to amend charter of
Desert

the

Mt.

bridge was reported favorably by
Monday.

committee

obvious

as

acrossJbe discovered that his
leaking, and’the water gained on

OF GENERAL

or

without

his

deputy,

interference

who

exer-

from

the

court.

illustration
amusing
yet
of this is given in Campbell’s “Lives of
the Lord Chief Justices”, vol. 3, page 59.
Cne John Atkins was being prosecuted
before Lord Chief Justice Holt for sedition, when one of his Triends visited the
An

and

forceful

chief-justice and said: UI come
prophet from the Lord God who

to

you

water drowned out the

ness

has sent

complaint

to thee and

mit thee to bear

a

was something like three miles from
Harbor, and a hard pull in the teeth
of a gale, but Capt. Joy had rowed a
third of the distance when he was seen by

ent

Arthur

Clement,

of

Beal

Harbor,

whs

his assistance in a motor boat.
Capt. Joy, wet to the skin and almost exhausted, delivered the mail to the postmaster at Seal Harbor before he thought
of any comfort for himself. A telephone
message to Deer Isle
brought another
boat, and the mail-route will be continued
went to

without

interreption.

Consolidation of Customs Districts.
Contrary to reports recently circulated,
Cong. Guernsey says the reorganization of
the Maine customs districts goes into effect

July

1 of this year.

The amendment offered in the Senate
has no effect on the time of the bill going
into effect. All reports to the effect that
it would be two years before the Maine
districts were consolidated under one head
are therefore erroneous.
TOWN

MKET1NGNS.

Officers Elected and Appropriations
Voted in Hancock County Towns.
franklin.

Moderator, Percey T Clark; selectmen
and assessors, Eugene 8 Orcutt, G H
O 8 Donnell;
Welch, H L Fernald; clerk,
E
treasurer, Boyd A BUiadell; collector,
school committeeman, 8 8
W

Hastings;

schools,
superintendent
DcBeok;
AUorice C Foss; road commiasiooers,
C
Fred A Swan, JC Springer; constables,
H Bprmgue, Harry Wentworth.
of

by taking advantage of the stringconditions during the winter of 1911

and 1912 and the straitened circumstances
of the coal trade at the time of the strike
last spring.
The hotel inspection bill has been reported favorably in new draft.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

He

Beal

death

prosecution,

of

SUSAN M. OILER.

MRS.

year of her age.
Mrs. Giles was born

Ellsworth Falls,
and had always lived here. Her husband

or

died many
children

at

They

years ago.

had

three

Everett and Mrs. Charles W.
Eaton, deceased, and Ernest L>., who sur-

a

Borne

vives.

sufficient to raise

The funeral

was

held at the home Satur-

reasonable

us

prosecuting

officer in the

matter.

1

State

to trial and

A

the

said

j

cemetery.

defendant to bring the

the

or

judgment.
reprehensible practice, however,
(and I fear with

obtained in

county-attorney, district-attorney and the
like, and to them, therefore, pertains the
common law power of nolle prosequi to
be exercised, as in England, free from ju- j
dicial control.
Indeed, by the better ;
practice, the Court should not even advise j
the

the
case

counties for the

some

is

paying

prose-

power of nolle

son Chester
Mrs. Henry Hamilton
visiting in Waterville for two weeks.

and

are

Edmund Workman, of Cherryfield,
visiting his son, I. N. Workman.

is

Mrs. Louis T. Cole spent
West Qouldsboro, the guest of her cousin,
Mrs. James A. Hill.
The Unity club met Thursday with Mrs.
J. M. Williams.
last

week

in

done.” This was held proper.
Further, it is too well settled to require
citation of authorities that this power of
nolle prosequi may be exercised without
the consent, and even against the protest,
of the defendant at any time before a jury
is impanelled for his trial, and also after
verdict of guilty and before sentence; but
between the empanelling of the jury and

would be to

into the

Mrs.

were

j

prosequi to the prosea plain, inexcusable

It is

also suvives.

—

Rev. J. B. Mower, State secretary of the
Baptist convention, preached at Union
church Sunday morning and evening.

high

Gilman

<

Friday

school closes

for

a

the verdict the power cannot be exercised
without the consent of the defendant.

indicted at

and it does
In

and

requiring

by

the

been

the

entry.

propriety

or

expediency

In this State is

lar statute

as

to

a

of

R. Gray died Monday morning at her home here, aged eighty-six
years. She was the widow of Harmon
Gray, who died about two years ago. She
is survived by several children.
Mrs. Maria

en-

an

the

for violation

criminal prosecution shall be pressed to final judgbefore
or
be
discontinued
ment,
final judgment, is clearly not a judicial
fact.

Whether

a

of any
or

any

|
|

foregoing

it should

be evi-

j

should

be

entrusted

to able, honest and experienced lawyers who will enforce the laws vigorously
There should also be
and efficiently.
provided means lor the prompt removal

only
1

legislature, to exerciae any other than a
judicial function, to decide any other than
a judicial question, that is, a question of
or

part of the state

The office

more.

laws.

law

without violation

the

From all tbe

somewhat simi-

prosecutions

once
on

dent that the office of county-attorney is
The enone of power and importance.
forcement, or non-enforcement, of the
laws depends as much upon the countyattorney as upon the sheriff, and even

entry of nolle prosequi by the prosecuting
officer, thus requiring the Court to judge
of

j

He may be

troubled therefor.

of its officers.

courts,

of the Court to

the consent

re-

officer that he shall not

there

county-attorneys who
prove to be unfaithful or inefficient.
Further, I think as a check upon any
disposition to abuse the power of discon^
office

of

tinning prosecutions, the county-attorney
to hie in each

nolle

required
prosequi a signed

fact

upon which he

should be

These

statements

case

of

a

statement of the
bases

should

his
be

action.

published

Thomas

Elmer

Rockland,

where

they

are

have

attending soilage.

On account of the storm

j

from

sustained

been

prosecution ;

j

obligation

pronounced;

states statutes have

some

acted

Hollis NeveHa and
home from

uo

be

further

then.

cease

obtains

same

prosecuting

after

when sentence is

attempt to usurp the pardon-

offence, however much he pay
as a condition of the nolle prosequi, and
however strong the assurance of the
for the

467.

ceases

a

A defendant
the governor.
immunity from subsequent

ns.oooa*
■ 9.00DW
>-\W*
M.a»e
n.iaoj
3S8»

Grow aaaeta.
Deduct item* not admitted.

• itOBJWS
400 00

Admitted assets,
tl.02*i67g
LIABILITIES DEC. 81.1912,
Net unpaid losses,
9
Ihifsro1 d premiums.
321.798 U
All other liabilities.
W.l« 1J
Cash guaranty '-apital.
100 000 09
Surplus over all liabilities.
•V17.X3077
Total liabilities and surplus,
81,022 UTS
«. W. TAPI.ICY. Agent,

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

present
Page, of

Fred

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

ing power which is vested exclusively in

Whatever may be the
of our liquor
power of the legislature and of the courts
was
of
Gouldsboro,
Miss Addie Guptill,
in other states, 1 submit that under the
Miss Hunt at Henry
a recent guest of
constitution of Maine the legislature canHamilton’s.
not require the courts to pass upon the
There was a good entertainment in K.
propriety or expediency of dismissing a
of P. hall Tuesday evening for the benefit criminal
prosecution by a nolle prosequi,
Miss Addie
of the Methodist society.
and that the courts, notwithstanding
a
with
two
readings,
which,
gave
Guptill
?uch statutes, have not the power nor
character sketch and music, made a varied
Art.
right to pass upon those questions.
was
the
pleasing
Especially
program.
Ill
of the Maine
constitution is as
music by Ernest Vansaw, violin and har- follows:
monica, and Chester Hamilton, piano.
Sec. 1. The power* of this government
C.
March 17.
shall be divided into three distinct departments. the legislative, executive and judicial.
EGYPT.
Sec. 2. No person or person* belonging to
of
one
of these departments shall exercise any
son
Billings
Henry
Aton Kenneth,
and wife, died March 13, aged one year, of the powers properly belonging to either of
The parents the others, except in the cases herein exone month and three days.
pressly directed or permitted.
have the sympathy of all, and are grateful
Under this explicit language, courts
to neighbors and friends for kindly aid
and judges in Maine have no authority,
and sympathy.
and cannot be given authority by the
M.
March 18.
ORLAND.

of

*

Stocks and bonds,
cash in office and bank.
Apents* balances.
Interest and rents,
All other aaaeta.

Srgal

Mrs.

Catherine

contrary to the spirit of the law entrusting
the

funeral

W. L. Kemp, jr., of Bangor,
and her two children; Charles W\ Eaton,
of Brewer.
Another granddaughter—

county treasury such sum of money as
the officer may fix upon. This practice is

cuting officer.

the

Bangor;

cuting officer, even after convictions sometimes, to grant a nolle pro*equ\ in consideration of the defendant's

81,1911

e,

Mortgage loans.

Other relatives from out of town
at

truth) to have

some

tl* SAt.BM, MAM.

ASSETS DEC.
Real esta

—

in the evior

HOLYOKE MUTUAL PKRK INK. CO

Mrs. Susan M. Giles died suddenly last
Wednesday at the home of her son. Ernest
I)., on South street, due to an attack of
heart failure. She was in the sixty-sixty

the

witness;

weakness

evidence for the defense

functions of the English
attorney-general are performed by prosecuting officers, known in different states
by the official name of attorney-general,
With

only

in

some

dence for the

him company,” which he

t

helpless

material

some

discovery of

did.

Bank.

was

indictment; the

or

of

absence

Ensurancf &tatcmmts.

OBITUARY.

doubt; the existence of an day forenoon. Rev P. A. A. Killam officibeen to the attorney-general, for He excited popular sentiment which might
ating. The bearers were her four grandknows it beiongeth not to the chief-jus- at the time unduly influence a jury for or children, John, Everett, Willis and Clartice to grant a nolle prosequi : but I, as against the defendant; or other ciroum- ence Eaton. Interment was at Woodbine
chief-justice, can grant a warrant to com- stances which render it unfair either to !

It follows, as said in the case cited, that
a verdict of guilty is rendered, the
defendant is to be sentenced upon the
Inmotion of the prosecuting attorney.
deed, without snch motion the court will
not impose sentence. The further prosecution of the case is still at the discretion of
the prosecuting officer. His power over it

Finding it necessary to abandon the
motor boat, Capt. Joy put tb§ mails in the
tender, climbed into it himself and cut
loose from the motor boat just before it

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, £ ST S^V

for substantial and valid reasons, such as
the discovery of some fatal defect in the

would have thee grant a
nolle prosequi for John Atkins, His servant, whom tbou has cast into prison.’
The chief-justice replied: “Thou art a
false prophet and a lying knave. If the
Lord God’ had sent thee it would have
me

Talking Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS

This power of nolle protequi, however,
is not to be exercised capriciously, but only

a

EDI80N

VICTOR and

usurp the
what cases

office and say
shall not be prosecuted.'

shall and

findings. This is rather a Com. v. Tuck, 20 Pick. 365, 366, Com. v.
report
voluminous affair.
The committee finds Smith 98 Mass. 10, Com. v. Cain 102 Mass.

boat was
him faster than he could'bail.
boat

entirely

are

cannot

what
It is not here denied that the legislature
may limit the power of the prosecuting of*
fleer to discontinue a criminal prosecution,
may confine it to certain classes of cases, or
to certain states of facts; may require the
concurrence of the
attorney-general or
some other executive officer; and indeed
may perhaps abolish the power altogether.
It is only contended here that under our
constitution the courts and judges canbe
not
required nor authorired to
interfere with the exercise of the power.

INTEREST.

that someone, somewhere, has been making a lot of money out of the coal busi-

Soon the
engine, and the
northwest gale.

The Court

government (attorney-general or countyattorney or district-attorney) that he
will no further prosecute the particular
complaint or indictment or some designated part thereof. In England the power
of nolle prosequi is exclusively with the

of its

Half way

functions of the Court

the

prosecuting officers

distinct.

P IAN O S

Bish. on Crim. Procedure, secs. 1387. 1388. usurpation
power entrusted to the j vacation of one week.
The Massachusetts
law bill, Thus, in Commonwealth v. Wheeler 2 courts, the power of determining what
ballot
Albert O. Jacobson spent the week-end
which
had
previously
passed both Mass., 172-4, Chief Justice Parsons, in the penalty should be within the limits at Some8Ville.
a
last
met
iif
fixed
the
Some
snag
branches,
Wednesday
legislature.
by
prosecut- j Miss Lettie Smith, assistant teacher in
speaking of the entry of nolle prosequi
the Bouse, when it was turned down by in the case, said: “I observe the nolle ing officers following this practice are said !
the primary school, is spending the Easter
a vote of 75 to 66 on its passage to be enit
the
upon
plea that vacation at her home in West Franklin.
prosequi is alleged to have been entered to attempt to justify
needs
and
fear
the
the
grossed.
money,
they
county
by the advice of the court of common
j There will be an Easter concert at Union
The woman suffrage
bill was again
pleas. Certainly the Court are not legally the Court might impose imprisonment j church Sunday evening.
turned down in the House Wednesday^
a
fine.
In
other words, their i
competent to give any advice on this sub- rather than
8.* Edwin Tracy has returned from
when a motion to reconsider previous acject. The pow er of entering a nolle prose- plea is that the county’s need of money is j
1 tion was
where he has been employed.
lost.
qui is to be exercised at the discretion of superior to the full execution of the law, Springfield.
The House Wednesday
adopted the the attorney who prosecutes tor the gov- or that they are better judges than the j The basket ball team returned from
minority report in favor of changing date ernment, and for its exercise he alone is Court of what is an adequate penalty for Ellsworth Saturday highly elated over
of State election to November. The mathe offense. Either plea is plainly demur- its victory. The boys hope to arrange a
responsible.”
jority report, ought not to pass, was acgarni* with Winter Harbor soon.
In Commonwealth v. Tu?k 20 Pick. 368. rank*; needs no answer.
was never
It
cepted by the Senate.
contemplated that the
the Court said: “The power to enter a
Miss Agnes McKenney has returned
The Senate and Bouse are also at odds nolle
prosequi is held by the attorney- power of noll-e prosequi should be used to from her home in Surry, and resumed her
on the proposed bull moose
legislation. general virtute officii. He exerts it upon fatten a county treasury, or to shield a de- duties in V. R. Smith’s store.
The Senate favors close time of four years; his official
responsibility. The Court has ] fendant from the penalty provided by law
In'orge E. Turner and family are home
1
the House favors open time for November no
right to interfere with its exercise. for bis offense. State v. Conway, ‘JO H. I. from a visit in Syracuse, N. Y.
was a case where a nolle prosequi had
only.
of
of
270,
can
the
effect
the
They
only judge
George Sargent and wife are home from
been entered upon the payment of flOO
The committee of ways and bridges has act when done and of the legal conserown Hill.
of
the
and
the
costs
The
which
follow
from
it.”
In
prosecution.
the
new
on
draft
of
the
may
reported favorably
quences
j
T. N. Graves and wife were at Town Hill
good roads bill, which provides for the Agnew v. Cumberland County 12 8. A R. Court said (p. 273): “We are aware that
establishment of a State highway com- 96, the supreme court of Pennsylvania the custom has obtained to a considerable Monday.
mission and for an issue of State highway said: “The nolle prosequi is never the act extent for the attorney-general to comSt. Mary’s choir guild was entertained
or
settle this class of cases,
bonds. The new draft was offered in the of the Court, but of the attorney-general." promise
by Miss Mildred Stanley last Wednesday
Senate last week by Senator Conant, of
The record of a nolle prosequi, in this as well as cases arising under the liquor svening.
Waldo, and was drawn by him and Rep- State at least, usually reads: “The county, law, upon the payment of a certain sum of
8. K. Tracy and wife left Monday for
money to the state by the defendant; but
resentatives Scates, of Westbrook, and attorney (or attorney-general), says he
Portland. They will visit Boston before
a
vicious
one
and
is
meets
the
practice
Butler, of Farmington, a sub-committee will no further prosecute this indictment
returning home.
appointed for that purpose. The new act (or complaint).” In the United States with our entire disapproval. There is no
P.
March 17.
a
or
law
authorising
sentence,
any legal
embodies many of the features of both district courts, the practice is for the
consent
of
substitute
therefor
ISLE AU HAUT.
by
parties,
the Scates and the Butler bills.
district-attorney to write upon the back
The public utilities bill was almost of the indictment: “I will no further prose- without the imposition thereof by the
Llewellyn Rich Is home from Rockland.
Court.”
buried beneath a mass of amendments cute this indictment:” It is the prosecutC. F. Gray and wife are home from BosThe effect, however, of a nolle prosequi
presented in the Senate Friday, no less ing officer, and not the judge, who directs
ton.
tor
reason
is
whatever
to
granted,
simply
than forty being burled at it. The bill the making of the entry by the clerk. In
Willis Cdombe is in Thomaston on busibravely survived its ordeal of amend- the case 8tate v. Smith, 67 Me. 330, it is discontinue that particular prosecution. j
a
new
prosecution for the ness.
ments in the Senate yesterday, and was stated: “No written order or declaration It ia no bar to
passed to be engrossed. Twelve amend- of nolle prosequi was signed and filed by same offense. The prosecuting officer can- j Misses Lizzie and Ava Rich spent Friday in Rockland.
ments were accepted. Those remaining of the attorney for the State, but in open not lawfully so bargain with the defendHe cannot bind his successor nor |
the proposed changes were indefinitely court be directed the clerk to enter upon ant.
Miss Mattie
Robinson returned JJfrom
1
the docket the nolle prosequi as to the anyone, not even himself, not to institute
Rockland high school Friday for the j
postponed.
The resolve
for the second count, which was accordingly a new prosecution. To undertake to do so : Easter vacation.
MATTERS

Cranberry Isles Mall-Carrier Has
Trying Experience.
Capt. Arthur A. Joy, who carries the
mails between Seal Harbor and Cranberry
Isles, had a trying experience Monday,
appropriating fl,000
losing his motor boat, valued at fl,000,
scientific investigation of scallops and the
but fortunately escaping with his life.
In his motor boat, the Eleanor M. Joy, scallop fisheries has been favorably reCapt. Joy left Cranberry Isles in the morn- ported by committee.
The committee on sea and shore fishing on his daily trip, reaching Islesford on
time. In leaving the wharf at Islesford, eries has reported “ought not to pass” on
his engine went wrong, and before he got bill to amend law relating to measureit regulated, he had been driven toward ment of lobsters; also same on bill reshore and bumped onja rock. The shock lating to shipment of lobsters.
Alter many sessions, the joint special
was slight, however, and Capt. Joy did
not think any damage had been done, so committee appointed to investigate the
proceeded on his.way across to Seal Har- high price of coal, has completed the
bor.

reasons

and the

declaration

duties of his

cises it

on

a

of record by the prosecuting officer of the

attorney-general,

was

criminal cases,

in

prosequi

bill to

reported
“Ought
pass”
This week’s edition of The
giving inhabitants of Stonington, Deer
American is 2.550 copies.
Island
and Long
Swan’s
Isle
au
Isle,
Haut,
2,460

I

PROSEQUI

itself indicates, is

eries has

not to

Average per week for 1912,

The nolle
the term

to 35.

Subscription Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If t aid
•trlctly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 88 cents
reapectlvely. Single copies 5 cents. All ar-

StJbrTtisfnunl*

question, bat purely one of propriety or
expediency, to be determined by some
IN CRIMINAL CASES. officer of that department charged with
the duty of taking “care that the laws be
executive
Ex-Chief-Justiee Emery in Haine Lav Re- faithfully executed”, via., the
view; written and published at the request department. Instate v. Tufts, 66 N. H.
of several lawyers and laymen.
137, it is said (Smith J. p. 138): “For

THE NOLLE

STATE SOLON S.

American

Stye Ellsworth

was no

dance at

postponed until

Friday night,

Revere hall; it is

Friday.

nert

March 17.

C.

jfor Salt.
Apple,

1YE8PECTFULLY

AMO

By

Fkkdmicc P. Noams*.
Trustee*
Peter* A Knowlton, their attorneys.

STATE OF MAINE.
County o#» Hancock m.—ttug^emc Judicial
Court. In vacation.
Upon th« foregoing petition Ordered, that
notice of the pendency of thia action be girrn
to Virginia Stewart either by causing a ooPT
of the petition and of this order thereon u be
served upon said Virginia Stewart fourteen
days at lenot before the April term of tbli
court a. d. IBIS, or by publishing a like copy
in the KHsworth American three time* the
last publication to be five days at least before
said April term of this court; that tire said
respondent- may then appear before said court
at KHsworth, in said county..and show cause
against safe) petition.

Ellsworth, Maine, March li.

Bushes:
pear.
currant, gooseand ornamental trees.
berry, rose*
Maine-grown stock. Prompt attention to orders by mail. Writs for particulars. Hasoook Co. N-easBRY Co.. Barry, Me.
—

plum,

TREES
Raspberry,

blackberry,
Shrubbery

A true copy.

Oak

in

10

tanner

Bllswohts
worth, Me.

Loan

A

Building

Apply

to

abm'n, Ells-

LUMBER—Cedar H» ; ®s; 7e, planed
2 sides, oak keels, timbers, etc. Also
house finish, piazza posts and brackets. Telephone. R. E. Bjent. Brooktin. Me.

BOAT

I^NOINE-Thtold

reliable Misnus marine
I
engine: is guaranteed for life. G. D,
Thormdiek Machism Company. State agents.
Portland and Rockland, Maine.

HATCHING—The 8. C
Island Reds. Betting of
I^GGt*
Mrs. Chasers
FOB

14

18.

Rhode

M)

cents.

Quinn. Ellsworth Falls. Me.
T30BTUARD6-A11 kind and prices Samp les

Ea-ters or assorted 10 for 10 eta.
Art Post Card Co., Auburn. Maine.
A

T

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLES
MAkME

ELUWORTH,

Searches made and ahatract*
land copies furnished on short
notice, end mt RCAUMABU PRICES.
OFFICES

MORRISON, JOY ft CO. BLOCK.
•TATS

HOUSE
On
Hancock street.
*7W)
Apply to E. P. Lord. EllsFalla. Me.

SOWLE
Price,
werth

1913.

Ahmo W. K»n<;.
Justice Hup. Jud. Court.
Attest
Joan K. Bcik««.
Clem Sup. Jud. Court

jEUmmisnnna.

Point,
Trenton.
mile;
below Ellsworth, with Rood-sized lots
HOU8B—
fine location for
residence.
At

2Cotirt*.

STATE or MAINE
C-orimr ok Hajvodok. s*.
To the honorable justice of the supr^m? jo*
diclal court, next to be holden at Ellsworth
within and tor the said county of (Uncock
on the second day of April, a d 1913.
represents. Wiliitm C
\ Wood, of Hoboken. New Jersey, and
Frederick F Norman, of the city, county and
state of New York, trustee a, that they are m
possession of certain real estate situated in
the town of Surry iu said county and State
claiming an estate in freehold therein; that
they or those under whom they claim hire
been In uninterrupted possession of «uch
property for four years or more; that said real
i» described as follows, to wit:
property
First: Commencing on I nion River bayat
the southerly line of land now or formerly of
J. R Young: thence westerly by the southerly
line of said Young l «nd across Newbury N<ek
to Bluehlll bay; thence southerly bv Hiuebill
bay to la^d formerly of fiyron l*. Carter;
thence easterly on the umth line of said lot
formerly of arter, being a straight line to
Union River bay; thence nort erly by Union
River bay to place of beginning, containing
sixty acres, more or less, and being the -nm*
lot described as conveyed in the deed from
Alfred Mixer to William P. Stewart. <4ated
June 20th. 18®«. recorded In Hancock registry
of deeds In book 219, page 3A7
Excepting from the above described pr^miaes the schoolnouse
lot conveyed by Alfred
Young to the south school district by deed
dated August 2nd, 18fl0. and recorded in book
87. page 411. of Hancock registry.
That the soorce of the petitioners' title is as
follows:
(t) Deed from Alfred Mixer to William P.
Stewart dated June 20. 18M. and resorded ia
Hancock county registry of deeds In book 2J4,
page 857
(2) Mortgage deed, William P. BCewsrt to
the Ellsworth Loan A Building association
dated December 7. 1903. and recorded in book
402. page 202, of said regtstry.
(8) Foreclosure of last described mortgage
by grantee therein by publication m Ellsworth
American, the first publication being in the
issue of August 23. 1911
For record see vol.
482. page 290, of said registry.
(4) Deed from Ellsworth Loan A Building
association to John A. Peters, dated Dec. 29,
1912. and recorded in vol. 492. page ft58.
(5) Deed from John A. Peters to the petitioners dated December 28, 1912. and recorded
in vol. 490 page 17ft, of said registry.
The petitioners aver that an apprehension
exists thst Virginia Mtewsrt, of Kansas City,
Missouri, or whose residence is to the petitioners unsnown, claims or may claim tome
right, title or interest In the premises adverse to the petitioners’ estate: that such apprehension crest* s a cloud upon the title and
depreciates the market vuloe of the property.
Wherefore, they pray that the said Virginia
Stewart may be summoned to show cause why
she should not bring an action to try her title
to the above described premises.
Dated at Ellsworth, Maine, this tenth day
of March a-d. 1918.
William C. Wood,

ITRi.1T.

—

». 9. Mi 7M

125.2.

along with the statement of the disposithe case, that the people may
the reasons for such action.
For making a false statement, and also

tion of

J4clp JHantrt.

know of

for negleet to file the required statement,
the attorney should be made subject not
only to criminal prosecution, but also to a
am civil action for a penalty by any
citizen.
Borne such legislation, 1 think, would
more
tend to make county-attorneys
careful in disposing
and
deliberate
of eases by a nolle prosequi, and tveuce
would tend to a more strict and bettor enforcement of the laws.

BALSAM
family,

Deafness Cannot

Re

Cured

by local applications, as they cannot reach
diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way tocnre deafness, and that is by

constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
bv an inflamed condition of the mucous linTube. When this tube
ing of the Eustachian
is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it Is entirely
closed. Deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation cau be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever; nine cases out of
ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing
but an inflamed condition of the mucous surWe we will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY &CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

TWIGS

Former,:

The

women and children, can make
by cutting and shipping to us. Write
at once for particulars to Psnb Pillow Co
Wood building. New York.

money

quit

the

PIE

Spctial Ken
CAKI)

OF

LAMSON
HUBBARD
HATS
AS,for all
occasions
AND

_

for sail by

THANKS,

E T**8*1 to express our thanks
\\f
f T
kind neighbors and fri#*n

to

the

s
for the
assistance given us dnriug the illness and
death of our beloved husband and father. Also t» L. F. Springer, who so
kindly assisted us,
and to Green wo id grange for flo««rs.
Mrs. Strlla Butlkr and Family.
Franklin. March, IT, 1913.

CARO OF THANKS.
wish to express our thanks for tin
beautiful floral offerings, and kind ex
of ay tu
h> extended tons by ou
pressiops
kind friends andpatneighbors in our late
be

WE

It FI. I A It I. K

CLv.inlMJ tO.

The open winter has left

me

with

FUR COATS
which

I

can

dispose

of at

BARGAIN

PRICES.

DAVID FRIEND, Ellsworth, Me.
AH kinds of Repairing

promptly

don*

reaveineut.

Er.ybst D. Giles
Charlbs W. Eaton

and

Eilaworth, Me.. March 17,1918-

Family.

NOTICEpersons
warned not
ALL
Merrill property in

are
to

hereby notified and
trespass on the Eben

the

towns of Otis and
Dedham, as all trespassing on said property
will be prosecuted to the full extent of the
1*"Ebkn M err ill,

by Marie K. Maddox, his agent.
*
December 31,1912.

Jot Sait.

FOR

sale:

RAI8ED DECK

CRUISER

*"12
17 feet long, 7 feet beam, 24 inchee draft™H. P 1 cylinder, 2-cycle Hmalley engine,
verae gear.
Good eea boat. Inquire of

Isaac L. Hodgkins, Ellsworth, Me.

Musical

A

conckkt.

chapman

'"tHK

Appreciative
i0nf-berelded Chapman

_h.

T

Disappeared

concert

kail iaat Saturday
siven it [Uncock
?
About 200 people attended, and,
*”*
the 300 or 300 wbo didn't
kicking themselves all over
friends to do
,nd arc asking tbeir
a like opporkicking it ever attain
*how *ny he,i'
i» offered »"d tbey
are

By J. BERRY CRAPO

Laity

years Mr. Chapman has been
for sixteen
the greatest musical
king to Maine
world. Not one has been
the
in
ti»ts
who has not appeared; not one
*”
the high qualities
has not shown
and most have
tor him (or her)
claims.
•joeeded the
Mr. Chapman baa brought
Tnrw, times
of musicians here to Ellsworth;
■

*!isonnced
*1(|iBWd

p,
only have the people responded.

He

on

con-

come

again—but only

The above cablegram was sent from
Berlin to the police of New York and
received
was

will gladly
a house is guaranteed.
gou that
was
Xke Saturday night performance
ever given in
oneof the most delightful
worth. Those who heard the incomthe festival last fall
rsble tiiordano at
to expect; those who didn’t
tn,,. what
wore simply daxed.
»n<l Mias \v inctu-n,
M». Oti», soprano,
lor the first time, but
cellist, were here
slid the other played
the one santf herself
right into the hearts of the audi-

her gown

was

be-

coming, and altogether she made a great
bit.
Miss Wiuchell, a Brunswick girl, is
mistress of her instrument, and played
with a taste and skill which delighted
ber bearers.

Of Giordano the greatest things could
said, and then some. No such tenor
The demonwas ever before heard here.
strations were all that the audidence was
b>

without

of

capable

mobbing

him.

Chapman accompanied throughout.

Mr.

All his musical

accompanying!
And
efforts are so great that it is not easy to
is the greatest.
which
say
Toe audience, though small, was entbuaiastic, and all the artists most liberally responded to the persistent calls for
such

more.
At the close of the concert an informal
reception was held at the front of the
stage, and practically the entire audience
sent forward to greet the artists, showering them with sincere thanks for the
pleasure they had given.

WISBT THE MO NT.
left Saturday for
Miss
Ellsworth, to visit her sister, Mrs. Ernest
Smith.
Hen a

V.

Heed

daughter
Madeline, of Southwest
Harbor, are
spending a week with Mrs. Gilley’s parGilley

Hudolph

Mrs.

ents, R.

and

W. Kumill and wife.

Tbe W. T. I. 8. realized
the town-meeting dinner.

|S0 from
proceeds

over

The

cemetery fence. From the iceand cake sold, flO.50 was received

for the

are

cream

pastor’s salary.

for the

E. A. Lunt, who has been installing new
lights in the lighthouses at Duck Island
and Egg Hock, spent Satuaday night and
Sunday with hia sister, Mrs. VV. A. Clark,
ar., before returning to his home in PortThelma.

Mrs. Sarah A. Reed is still quite ill.
C. I). Thurston and wife
Southwest Harbor.

are

visiting

Mi«s Julia Clark went to Seal
for a visit of two weeks.

at

Harbor

Saturday

Mrs. W. A. Clark, jr., is visiting her
Tremont while her husband is
away scalloping.
Mrs. Emma Reed and daughter Miriam
mother at

returned home Sunday, after spending
week with Mrs. Reed’s son Hollis.

a

Dalton Reed went home Wednesa few weeks while her husband is scalloping at Bar Harbor.
Mrs.

day

to

spend

Several of the scallop fleet have left here
to try their luck in other waters.
Among
them are Oapt. Edwin Marshall, Edmund
Heed and W. A. Clark, jr.
March 17.
Thelma.
BUCKS POKT.
A team of horses owned

broke through the ice

day- They

were

at

pulled

by Hiram

Silver lake

out with

but one of the horses died
shock and expoaure.

soon

Dorr

Mod-

difficulty,
afterward

of

William Webster, of Kockiand, visited
his former haunts in
Bucksport Friday,

and

given

was

the

lock-up

hospitality

of

the

for the night.
Early Saturday
morning cries from the lock-up aroused
the neighborhood.
Investigation disclosed the fact that tbe interior of the
lock-up bad in some way caught Are, and
William was in a fair way to be suffocated.
He was rescued in
time, and started for
Rockland declaring that he would spend
no more

nights

in

a

smoke-house.

SUNSHINE.
John Davis and wife
spent Saturday and
Sunday with relatives at Oceanville.

^aPt. J.R. Davis,

and

in

the

launch

Alice

Ruby,

w‘th

arrived from jRockland to-day
load of freight for W. W. Conary.

a

l^eath

entered the home of John Davie
wife March 12, taking^ heir baby boy,
aged one month. The sorrowing parents
fcave the
sympathy of all.
Capt. Alva Emerson left for Greenport,
Friday, to join the yacht Dervish, of
he is captain. He was accompanied
and

^'hich
Harold
v

Thompson, who
ployed on the same yacht.
March 17.

will

be

em-

Pickle.

WINTER HARBOR.
The

community was saddened Saturday
nternoon at hearing news of the death at

aton of Miss Jessie Bunker. Although
VOC*tion as a trained nurse kept her
n*ay from her people here much of the
‘me, she was always a welcome visitor.
r

|
her death

e

Waa
j eaves

loved by everyone, and
sadness upon the hearts of
Her home in her childhood was in
uth
Gouldsboro, and the funeral aermes were held
in the little church there
a

deep

‘uesday afternoon.

C.

lake,

A. Higgles has returned fawn Qreen
where he has been employed with

hauling

use

at his

bom

rehearsing

are

each afternoon this week

for

the Easter concert which will be given in

Sunday evening.
Ralph Hamilton left Wednesday cm his
return to his work at New Bedford, Mass.

the church next

Mrs. Hamilton will be the

guest hare for
several weeks of his parents, ilirau* Hamilton and wife.

at

Half-Price.'

“It Un’t often that I have faith enough
people to
in

oney.if

does not cure*’* said druggist G. A.
Parc her to one of his many customers;
“but I am, glad to sell Dr. Howard’s fipeit

hotel at the foot of Green lake-

Suidny school

SelllAg

for

in the medicines puA up by other
be willing to offer ta refund the

Mrs. A. W. Ellis and Miss Charlotte
Morrison went t© Qrono Tuesday to spend
the afternoon there as guests of Dr. Frank
Whitcomb and wife.
The children of the

A. Pureh«r Gives Re*#

Oruggjat

wsod.

cilic for the

cure

of

constipation

and

dys-

pepsia on that plan.

!

“The Dr. Howard Co.* in order to get a
quick introductory sate aut horized »e to
sell the regular fifty eent bottle of their
specific for half price, 26 cents, and alt hough f have sold a lot of it, and guaranteed every
brought back
“I

am

still

package, not

i

ha* been

one

unsatisfactory.
selling the specific

as

price, although 1

cannot

at half

tell how long I

j

shall be ablo to do

!

Davidson of the Alorlc when the steamShe had not
was
In raidoeean.
She had passed
touc hed at any port.
Gibraltar In broad daylight In the middle of the strait, and it would have
been Impossible for any one to leave
her even If lie had hud the wberewlthat to float himself without being seen.
Gottlieb did not reappear on the Aloric and when she reached New York
he was not found aboard.
What had become of him?
It is true that a man answering the
description given of Gottlieb sailed
from Nice on the Alorlc, and he was
the man the request from Berlin referred to. But bis name was not Gottlieb, nor was he a German citizen. He
was a Russian Pole named Blamisky.
wanted by the czar of Russia to work
An officer of
In the Siberian mines.
the secret Russiau police had traced
him to Berlin, and it was he who had
done the forging, sending messages in
the name of the Berlin authorities.

!

The usual pnssage of ships Detween
Gibraltar and New York Is to the
southward of the Island Madeira. On
the 10th of November, 1ft-, a yacht
bearing the name Nihil on her stern
left Funchal, the principal port of
that island, and steered eastward. She
had made some tlfty knots when several sails npi>enred on the horizon, and
all turned their prows toward the

Keg. price $1.50; ours $1J5

wound.

er

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
A.

B. Mason

was in

Bangor Friday

and

visiting

her

Saturday.
Mrs. Hannah

daughter,

Mrs.

Maddocks is

Haynes,

at

Ellsworth.

Dry an Maddocks came home Saturday
from Braintree, Mass., where he has been

attending

school.

Frank and Eugene Moore and Webster
Higgins are home from Washington Junc-

tion,

where

they

have been

|l.nn,

noops

THE COLE—Three Models
THE GENERAL MOTOR CO.’S
Trucks from 1,000 lbs. to 5 loos.

Models of Above Cars carried in Stock

paying for 4Js, $a.7B;
$3.40; M, $4.30; H', $5.

H. I*. CARTER,
38

Main St..

Ellsworth

YOURf: SUPPLIES AT
'^WHOLESALE

BUY

BEST BREAD'

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

FLOUR

better.
are

05Brl.

Leach came home from Castine
Friday for a vacation of two weeks.
J.
M.
Hutchins came home from
Augusta Friday, returning Monday.
Belva

LeForest Judkins returned to his home
Alton Monday, after visiting in the
home of Mr*. Abbie Hutchins for a few
in

days.
March 18.

THE BUICK—Five Models

Wear*

working.

Chrystal and Chandler Hutchins
spending the week in Augusta.

Water Street, Ellsworth, Me.

3 pkgs Corn Starch, 25c
3 cuts, 25c
Tobacco,

E. A. Carter, who has been ill, is

Mrs.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

H.

MARINE LIST.
Hancock County Forts.
Southwest Harbor—March 17, 8ch Jennie S
Hall for Calais
In port March 17, Br Sch Margaret May
Riley, St John, N B. for Fall River, Mass; schs
Anna L Sanborn, Nickerson.

CASH WITH
ORDER

The

_

|Boston
■19

Merchandise Co, Inc.
India St, Boston,Mass?

WRITE

FOR

OUR

PRICES

Indian

A. E.
Hancock, Mk.

Motocycle

CRABTREE, Agent,
!seud for descriptive Catalogue

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

0. W.

HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

Nihil. When they came near together
Twenty Years' Experience.
the captain of one of them signaled
Personal attention to all de*r s.
Telephone
that the Aloric was in latitude 30 deor mall orders promptly attended to,
of
grees 20 minutes, longitude west
BORN.
Greenwich 12 degrees 45 minutes, and
would pass Mudelra about fifty miles
FISH—At
West
Brooksville, March 10, to Mr
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me,
south of Funchal at 12 o’clock that
and Mrs Andrew J Fish, a daughter. [Doris
the
of
Telephone 5-?,
the
captain
Muriel.]
Whereupon
night.
Brooklin, March 14, to Mr and
Nihil signaled the little fleet to steer FREKTHY-At
Mrs Ward A Freethy, a daughter.
by different courses to a point south FREETHY—At Brooklin, March 11, to Mr and
When selecting uour Cap
Mrs Harlie E Freethy, a daughter.
of Funchal fifty miles and east of the
the best
BuyMade
Feb
miles.
Hancock,
to
JOHNSTON-At
Mr
and
12,
bu
Funchal meridian thirty
Mrs Harry W Johnston, a son. | James S.]
tall
the
steerage
That same night
Feb
to
Mr
and
LA WRENCE-At Rockland,
27,
all exMra Olenn A Lawrence, a daughter. [Mary
AND
passenger on the Aloric. after
Ursula.]
cept the ship's watch had turned in,
MARTIN—At
Hancock,
March
to
Mr
and
2,
would
stole along by a route that
Mrs Alfred C Martin, a son.
For sale by
reuder him unseen toward the after- STEWART—At Hancock, March 3, to Mr and
RKLIAKLB CLOTHING CO.
Mrs Charles I Stewart, a daughter.
deck. His size since he had turned in
had increased so that his girth measMARRIED.
ured some twelve Inches more than before and proportionately ou the other TURNER—COOPER
At Bluehill, March 8.
tin
by Rev Ralph A Barker, Miss Minnie L
parts of his body. He carried two
Turner, of Surry, to George E Cooper, of
is again
cans—one hermetically sealed, the othSedgwick.
Open to the Public.
er opening by a spring upon pressing
BOARD and ROOMS, Regular or Transient.
Both these cans were aton a button.
D1KD,
Ellsworth
Cor. Main and Hancock 8te.,
tached to his body by a small chain.
ABBOTT—At Eden, March 13, Lewis Abbott,
Blamlsky reached the stern of the
55 years.
aged
ship unobserved and found no one BILLINGS—At Franklin, March 13, Alton K,
son of Mr and Mrs Henry Billings, aged
The night was clear and the
there.
1 year, 1 month, 4 days.
Ful Lines ol
sea was smooth, a long swell only passBUNKER
At Boston, March 15, Jessie BunELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ing from southeast to northwest The
ker, formerly of Winter Harbor.
AND FIXTURES.
At Surry,
March 15, William
fugitive looked up to the stars, mutter- CONARY
Estimates on Wiriof and Supplies Cheerfully (hrer
Conary, aged 60 years, 7 months, 15 days.
ed a prayer and. mounting the taffrall
ANDREW
M. MOOR.
CONNOR—At Orland, March 18, Mrs Deborah
Ellsworth
R Connor, aged 70 years, R months, 9 days.
Jumped over into the ocean.
Estey Building. State St..
He sank but a few feet, for under DAVIS—At Sunshine (Deer Isle), March 12,
infant
son
of
Mr
and
ELLSWORTH
Mrs
John
Manley L,
his clothes was an India rubber encase
Davis, aged 1 month, 1 day.
ment which he bad blown full of air. GILES—At Ellsworth, March 12, Mrs Susan M
Giles, aged 65 years.
He took no action whatever, merely
WO PAY, NO WAHHKK.’
watching the lights of the receding GARLAND—At Otis, March 15, Betsy H Garland aged 11 months.
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice
ship. Though his escape depended upon GRAY At West Brooksville. March 18, S
Goods called tor and delivered.
her leaving him alone upon boundless
Decatur Gray, aged 90 years, 9 months.
H. B. ESTEY A CO.
waters, he saw her recede with a kind GRAY—At Orland, March 18. Mrs Maria R
Ellsworth. Me
Estey Building, State 8t..
Gray, aged 86 years, 6 months, 17 days.
of awe. An hour later when the last
GRAY—At Orland, March 17, Sarah Wright,
the
he
out
had
pressed
gone
Harmon
widow of
glimmer
Gray, aged 86 years, 6
months, 17 days.
button on one or ms tin ooxes auu
HARDY—At Little Deer Isle, March 18, John
took out nu ordinary can opener, leavHardy, aged 59 years.
ing In the box some food and a bottle [ HUTCHINSON—At South Brooksville, March
holdArchie V. Hutchinson, aged 22 years, 10
Instrument,
10.
With
the
water.
of
mouths, 17 days.
Office Day : FRIDAY
ing the other tin box stove his head, he JACKSON —At Stonington, March 14, Rev
cut a hole In the tin. took out a rocket
Joseph Jackson.
Bangor Office : 12 Grove St.
Holding LITTLEPIELD-At Bath, March 16, John H
and a patent cigar lighter.
Littlefield, of Penobscot, aged 71 years, 11
the rocket In his hand, he lighted the
months.
fuse with the latter. The rocket went M’CLUSKEY At Castine, March 14, Mrs
Sarah McCluskey, aged 56 years.
high In the air.
Penobscot, March 11. Mrs Lucy
Civil
He watched eagerly for a response, MIXER—At
Mixer, aged 80 years, 2 months, 11 days.
In half an hour
but none appeared.
Land
8AUNDERS-At Trenton. March 18, John W
Saunders, aged 82 years, 11 months, 3 days.
he sent up nnother rocket, then another
Correspondence Solicited.
Winter
March
R
M
TURKEY—At
that
Harbor,
After
8,
till he had fired six rockets.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.
P. 0 Box 7.
fresha
breeze sprang up, the waves
were
ened and his remaining rockets
drenched with sea water. But the last

Tapley,

INSURANCE

EDWARD F. BRADY,

IVIsine

Ellsworth,

|

land.

March 10.

DOK» IT.

Men’s $18 Suits,
$15
“Her Majesty” Corsets, !

Mr*. Otis has a pure, lyric soprano voice,
and
ricb. sympathetic, highly-trained
Her
stag©
perfect control.
under

charming;

HK

so.
Any person who is
subject to constipation, sick headache,
The pastor gave an illustrated lecture dizziness, liver trouble, indigestion or a
Sunday evening on “Children of Far- general played out condition,, ought to
Away Lands” which was attended by an take advantage of this opportunity. If
appreciative audience. About seventy the specific does not cure them, they can
come right back to my store and [will
colored pictures were shown.
refund their money.”
George K. Lord had his hand injured cheerfully
it caught between his
man apparently weighing something badly by getting
load and a standing tree Monday afterto cio*«
less than 200 pounds, but with black
noon.
The flesh was scrapod off the whole
hair and olive complexion, had lieen
back of the hand, and the third Anger
among them, but had disappeared.
dislocated. Dr. McDonald dressed the
The wireless was received by Captain

herself

is

five days before the Alorlc
due in New York. A wireless was

also sent to the captain of the ship
asking If any one answerlug the description was on board his vessel. The
first and second cabin passengers were
looked over and those in the steerage
were lined up and examined critically.
No person uusweriug the description
was found among eittier the first or
second duss passengers. Some of the
steerage passengers reported that a tall

ence.

presence

Joseph Uvman
Wednesday and Thursday.

Leroy Hasfam and wife,. of Bangor, are
visiting here for two weeks*. guests of
Arthur W. Sals bury and wife.
Herbert and Clifford Sals bury are cutIssuing ting and housing the ice for Mr. Farmer’*.,

Hernia* Uottlleb, charged with
false Indentures to the amount of $3,000,000, sailed today from Nice on the Bteamer
Alortc, bound for New York. His destination Is New York.
Arrest him and hold
him waiting extradition papers. He stands
six feet two, has red hair, light complexion and weighs 200 pounds.
Supplementary description by mail.

it.
ution about accepting

WHY

last

his team

predicted,

3tOb«t£«tntntg.

^Sbbotiwmente.

KALI*1*.
relatives.*** Brewer

visited

***

“d
"

KLL8WOUTH

I------

Small but
Audience.

Sucres*

LAMSON
HUBBARD I

Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi

Rmb—Cl
RONE’S«s®BPfTp1
ESTAURAN

ELECTRICAL

SSEc!"5

Fence,

Get on the Safe Side of the
Before it is too Late
ately.

Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

C. W. & F. L.
Property

MASON, Insurance, Real Estate.

owners will be

protected from fire by placing their

—

—

Fire
with E. J.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms,

—

Dr.H.W.OSQOOD
New Location Manning Blk.

—

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Engineer,
Surveyor.

A
fired brought a response.
one he
thin streak of light appeared perpendicularly on the horizon just before day
broke.
Within twenty minutes a sail appeared from out the gloom of receding
night, bearing nearly straight toward
the man in the water. When he saw
that she would pass him far to the
south he took from his pocket a metal
hull, moved a slide on Its surface and
threw It as far from him as he could,
in a fen minutes there was an explosion. The coming vessel heeded It and
In another ten
turned toward him.
minutes he was taken aboard one of
the boats that had been dispatched by

the Nihil.
Such Is the escape of one of Russia's
principal revolutionists. But he had
many assistants.

Insurance

CommiBSion fflcrrijants.
The advertisements below represent some o!
the leadlnc houses of New
England. Oui
readers will doubtless find them of value.

WHEN IN PORTLAND
STOP AT

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks"

S CHASE HOUSE

BOSTON

COMMISSION MERCHANT

Midway

WANT

and

between

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’v State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.

ALL

MODERN

CONVENIENCES

ROOMS [ONLY $1.00 PER DAY AND UP.
ROOM AND BOARD $2.00 PER DAY AND UP.

THE—
a

Munjoy

i

range

»r

a

fin

naee—if it is a “Clarion”, it
sure

i>

to meet every requirement.
the Wood It is Imp Co.

Made by

Bangor.

J. P.

Sold by

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Et-lswokth

Hall

TRANSIENT RATES

H. E. THURSTON.

Whether it’s

City

New

Monument Square

Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Conveniently Located for
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown
ladies travelling alone

Veals and Lambs

Roots, Barks, Herbs CLARION.

Are skilfully combined with other valuable ingredients in Hood’s Sarsaparilla, making it, in our opinion, the strongest and safest, the most successful, and the most widely useful medicine for the Blood, Stomach, Liver and
Kidneys. It contains not only Sarsaparilla, but also those great Alteratives, Stillingia and Blue Flag; those great Anti-Bilious and Liver remedies,
Mandrake and Dandelion; those great Kidney remedies, Uva Ursi, Juniper
Berries and Pipsissewa; those great Stomach Tonics, Gentian Boot and
[Wild Cherry Bark; and other valuable curative agents.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

R. F. HIMMELEIN,

PROPRIETORS
Hill Cars pass

(professional

the door

CatBa.

ALICE "ST

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uuiou Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Port-

land, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water vSts. (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

X)R

WILLIAM

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.

Hoods Sarsaparilla

Is of wonderful benefit in cases of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Catarrh, Stomach
Troubles, Kidney and Liver Affections, Scrofula, Eczema, Skin Diseases,
Blood Poisons, Boils, Ulcers, all Eruptions, General Debility, Loss of Appetite, That Tired Peeling, and other Ills arising from impure blood.

APPLES
Dressed* POULTRY
S.

I_

Ship To
BURR
&
Boston, Mass.

Stencils and Cards Furnished.

CO.,

IN ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS

Bangor

office: The Colonial.

Hours,

2.5p.m.
Sixteen ounces of performance to every
pound of promite in the advertisement*

of THE AMERICAN.

COUNTY NEWS

lianas, of Fairfield, have been guests the
past week of F. W. Fogg and wife.
B.
March 10.

COUNTY NEWS.

WEST GOULDS BORO.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Schools

closed this week for the spring;

vacation.
Mrs. A. M. Lawton went to Medtield last
week to visit her daughter, Mrs. Grace

Kelly.
Mrs. Maud Trask, teacher of the Corinna
grammar school, is at home for the spring
vacation.

Mrs. Alice Gilley, of Baker’s island,
spent a few days of last week here, the
guest of Mrs. William Mason.
Miss Helen Kelley, assistant at the postoffice, is taking a vacation for a few weeks.
Her sister Lottie is acting as substitute.
Mrs. Byron Carter, who has been seriously ill several weeks, is improving.
Mrs. Leland is caretaker of bouse and in-

moved his family into
Mra. Clara Tracy’a cottage.
Mr. and Mra. Lowell, of Ellsworth, are
visiting tbeir son, H. P. Lowell.
Alvah Preble baa

FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Mary Orcutt, who has been ill of

pneunomia,

improving.

is

Miss Clara Haskell
home at Steubed

was

called to her

Saturday by

Gordon and wife are visiting in
Franklin, Sullivan and Hancock.
A. W.

the illness

of her mother.

York

Emery Albee, of Aabville, visited

Mra.

Mrs. Genevieve Collins and daughter
Washington and New

her

arrived home from

Mrs.

mother,

Newell Bunker, last

Mra. Cecil

Misses Geneva Bragdon and Hilda Blaistheir homes by
severe attacks of grip.

Koaebrook

went

to

SbBntiarmtms

West

We dare not exaggerate to you. We are dependent
npoa
your patronage. To get It we muit have your truat and conft.
dcnce. We make the following atatementa with a full
under,
atandlng of what they mean to ua. You are aafe when yon
believe in these atatementa.

Young is in very poor

health.
daughter was born to Pearl Davis and
12.

A

building

Howard, of Cranberry Isles,
a

There

valid.

was no

high

session

Mrs. Emma

to visit

If you only knew aa much as we
end those who have uaod them know
about Retail Order!ice, you would
be a* enthusiastic about recommending them m we are. They taste just
like candy. They act so easily and
eo pleasantly that the taking of them
la a pleasure.
Even children like Retail OrderBee: and you know that if a medicine appeals to a child, it will appeal

is

boat for Arthur Saunders.

Miss

bor,

Kingsley.

W. Gordon’s last week.

is

at Bar

refreshments

from

for

were

ter

a

patient at Hebron sanitarium.
Mr. Randall and wife, who have been in
charge of Hotel Holmes, have given up
the work and a Mrs. Farnsworth, formerly

pleased that she is recovering so
satisfactorily from her hospital operation,
j Miss Beatrice
Johnson, of East Sullivan,
and Ansel Higgins, of Eden, were married
for
house
the
run
will
of Hall Quarry,
j at the Methodist
parsonage Wednesday
Mrs. Roland Lunt has been suba while.
evening, March 12. They are spending a
stituting as cook.
week at the home of Willis Billings.
Mrs. Pearl Hanna and little son are visitFriendB extend congratulations.
ing her husband’s parents, Will Hanna
Herbert Marshall, a lad of fourteen, reand wife. They will go to housekeeping
ceived the surprise of his life when
in Rockland as soon as Mr. Hanna, who is
several of his friends
employed on the Booth bay, can find time Saturday evening
invaded his home on the occasion of his
to assist in getting the new home ready.
birthday. They came at the bidding of
March
much

17._Spray.

Mrs. Celia Lurvey and little
Jiuve gone to Boston.
Miss Marion Sawyer is
brother Paul in Greenville.

son

where he has been

were

visiting

her

aunt,

William

and

Ash

on

a

new

Mrs. Elmena

L.

flocks of robins

Several

Lur-

|

L,

three

mbnths,

are

his

Donnell, who has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Earl Walls, has returned

For
ICA.

remove

able to

RELIEVES
ah

ELL8WORTH

PNEUMAT-

IN

druggists

the

E.

T. E. D.

Rheumatism use

TWENTY

cause

MOORE

G.

The

JmcoCC

Store

“aini

There in a Rexail Store In nearly every town and city hi the United States. Canada »H
Great Britain. There is a different Rexail Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ul—
each especially'designed for the particular ill for which it ia recommended.

25c.

The Rexail Stores

Stomiamuirui.

here

has gone to

are

America's Greatest

The First
Sandwich # $ #

Drug

Stores

Cole, of Prospect Harbor, is
grandparents, E. 8. Newman

her home in

Wyman.

The illustrated lecture

in the

have

which

was

to

been given in the Methodist church

Thursday evening, was postponed
until Thursday of this week.
last

home.

Jen.

March 17.

GROWING

BOYS

GIRLS

called to
West Franklin by the illness and death of
her brother’s child, the infant son of
Henry Billings and wife, on Friday.

Sficknsy

visiting

Mustard
was

mads, and

a

psrfsct sandwich

breams

possible.

Stickney St Poor's Mustard Is a good,
It not only
pure mustard of full strength.
the ordinary
flatness of
the
luKii away
aandwich. but gives It a delicious flavor
that would melt the heart of even a chronic
dyspeptic.
** and
Nr arly every grocer sella It In
rite
>4-lb. cans at 10 cents and *0 cents
Ortas *.«
It's worth a lot
f.»r our book of receipts.
know
to
w»nts
who
houseker per
to
any
sne
how to make the most out of what
buys for the table.
I n»r
S
other
Stickney
the
Among
'Xjl
*•
l‘rodu< ts
are:
pepper. Cinnamon.
(linger. Mace. Pimento. Sage. Savon
^
Joram. Celery Salt. Curry Powder. I Mr
«/•>.<*
Taplcos. Nutmeg. Cassia. Allspice.
Kc*
Mined Spice. Pastry Spice. Turmeric. Thyme. Soda. Cream of
Flour, Potato Flour, Sausage Seasoning. Poultry Seasoning and Flavoring
Extracts.
If yon Juot say “Stickney Jt roorV* when ordering, your grocer will give
it to you. Hut—be sure to SAY It.

The wonderful record of
as a

5

poor’s §

have nourishment—not overloaded stomachs, but concentrated nutriment to aid
nature during the growing

Scott’s Emulsion

Stickney & Poor’s

6

are under double strain—
strength to live and learn and
strength to grow—they must

period.
were

““t,J°

f,

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Arno Wooster and wife

* f

noblrman .o Imwltt
>u m.rir for <h« Earl of Siuilal h. m B»«U*h
*’“**
Kambl.tij* :lui! h. would not !«»>• II mn« c«ou»h
Jntrrrur Mon h- Invrntr.l hum Mn.lalrhn nn.l had tk*m ‘SW*
I®
hl»
IHTrotloo,
to
lira
.11.1
not
prrfcct
nrl
Thr
nob).
rabi(to mii:*:
he died In 17t-. twenty-three years before

Stonington,

Miss Gladys Davis, who has spent some
weeks with relatives here, has returned to

Mrs. Frank Haskell, of Bar Harbor, is
friends in town. Her husband

Franklin.

were seen

and wife.

Muriel Wilbur and Mattie Jellison, who
have been working in Ellsworth, are
home

Mrs.

is

March 17.

expects to find employment.

Clarence

visiting

Hamlin H. Kingman.
*
J. A. and R. B. Lawrie, who have been in
R.

he

and

board at home.

Myrtle Young is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Clara Bickford, in Winter Harbor.

home of

Warren,

are

cottage in

this

Mrs. Flossie Young, of Corea, is visiting friends here.

ell win-

installed

act to overcome

CAUTION: Plcaae bear in mind that Retail Orderlies are not sold by aii dfnafiata. You can buy Rexail Orderliea only at Tha Rexail Stores.
You can buy Rexail Orderlies in tbia oommunity only at our ators;

Mrs. Louise Newman spent last week in
Sullivan.

Nancy Dyer, who has been attending
Fairfield, is home.
been

Retail Orderlies do this quietly,
without griping or causing nausea,
purging or etcessive looseness. They

March 14.

on a

telephone has

By doing

naturally results from irregular
and inactive bowels.
that

to his

convey

Islesford.

minutes,

school in
A

recently. The society
a large attendance.

17.

where be

who has been away
vacation.

Mr. and

*3e%q£& fetde\fce»
help chase gloom, dispel bluee and
make you feel heppy by their splendid tome, cleansing and strengthening effect upon the bowels.—They
act to free the system—and keen it
free—.rotn the distress and ill fseiing

GOULDS BORO.

B.

Harry Joy,

supper at S.

March 22.

Wa do not aak you to take out
word for this. Wa want you to make
ua prove it, and at no coat to
you.
Buy a box of Raxall Orderlies at
our store.
Use them once, or use ud
the whole box.
Then, if you are
thoroughly satisfied, lust come
pot
back empty banded and tall ua
Without obligating you or questioning you we will return the money
you paid us for them.
Doesn't that indicate that Retail
Orderlies are at least worthy of trial?
Doesn't it prove our faith in them?
Doesn't it merit your confidence?
Could any offer be more fair to you?
We particularly recommend Retail
Orderlies for children, delicate and
aged persona. Retail Orderlies come
in convenient vest-pocket sise tin
botas. 12 tablets, 10c; 3S tablets
25c; 80 tablets, 60c.

to grown-ups.

burned

there will be

March

Mrs. Jane Wilbur continues to fail in
health.

Bluehill.

to her home in

hopes

was

Lyman Gray

ter, is home

Carroll

summer

house

the hall

EASTBROOK.

employed.

John

tbeir

j

refreshments

and

baked bean

have very generously offered
to the ladies' aid society, as

Mrs. Wood

j

her

visiting

vey.

working

Games

a

GAvood’s Saturday,

heartily epjoyed.

March 17.

Mrs. Paul Sawyer and two children have
been visiting Mr. Sawyer’s parents.
Miss Minnie Spurhng, of Isleford, has
been

mother.

his

Joseph

Mrs. L. G. Farmer has gone to Boston
to visit her brother, F. J. Lurvey.
Edwooa Sawyer is home from Green-

ville,

There will be

Helen visited relatives at East Sullivan
Mrs. Bragdon’s fr ends are

last week.

Make Us Prove This

Harbor.

Monday, as Principal Foss, who is also
March 17.
G.
Miss Elisabeth Hall, Mrs. F. P. Noyes
Mrs. Charlotte LaConnt, of Rockland,
superintendent of schools, attended town
her
and daughter Eleanor are in Steuben,
par- meeting.
with little daughter, is visiting
SEAWALL.
visiting Mrs. P. A. Lewis.
ents, MontraviUe Gilley and wife. Mrs.
Miss Effie Baker, doing evangelistic
Mrs. Thomas Newman is recovering from
Mrs. Hrnry L. Griffin, who bas been at
Gilley was quite ill for two weeks, but is work at East Franklin, was listened to by
8T»Pnow improving.
audience at the village j the Wayside Inn for a week, returned to
an appreciative
Miss Thelma Dolliver was the guest of
her borne in Bangor Saturday.
The Congregational aid society was en- church Sunday afternoon.
Miss Florence Parker at Manset Wednestertained by Mrs. Robie Norwood WedJ. A. Hill and wife entertained at sixtyladies in charge of the dinner at the
The
nesday. Among the many pleasing feat- Methodist
three Saturday evening.
Delicious re- day.
vestry town-meeting day ex- j
was the surprise
Mrs. Julia Parker and Mrs. Addie Parker
ures of the afternoon
Those present
to Lewis F. Springer, of freshments were served.
lend thanks
treat at the close.
and wife, Howard Lo- were guests of Mrs. Everett Newman
Green Gables, for his generous gift of were A. W. Gordon
well and wife, F. P. Noyes and wife and Thursday.
The Norwood Cove school, assisted by vegetables.
Mrs. L. P. Cole.
Charles Haynes is using William Newthe people of the place, gave a pleasing
Mrs. W. E. Bragdon and young daughThe
man's boat to
entertainment Saturday evening.
him
work at
proceeds

of bowel ills and In a abort tiroa
usually make unnecessary the continued uae of physics and purgativ*.
thua tending to atop aueh unhealthy
habita aa may hare been formed.

For the Bowels

wife March

Fannie Savage, of Southwest Harvisiting relatives and friends here.
A pie social was held at the church last
Mra. L. P. Cole, of Proapect Harbor,
Mrs. Gertrude Fernald is visiting her
who baa been at J. A. Hill’s, returned Wednesday evening for the benefit of the
her
and
son Maurice at Oakland,
niece,
aid society.
home Sunday.
Mrs.
Florice Gordon Ames, at New
Fred
of Wilton, and Mrs. HowClayton Stanley, of this place, and Miss
Young,
Sharon.
ard Hodgkins, of Hancock, visited at A. Lora Wood, of Eden, were married Friday,
school
of the

Saturday

Sullivan

dell have been confined to

Make Us Prove It

|

OTTER CREEK.
Philena

Mrs.

Charles

week.

Tuesday.

who died three years ago.
The funeral was held at the church,
Rev. P. A. A. KUlam, of Ellsworth, offiBeautiful flowers bore their
ciating.
silent message of sympathy.
SPEC.
March 12.

Lydia Curtis,

body-

MUSTARD

builder has been proved for
three generations. It strengthens
the bones, muscles and sinews;

George Henry Spurling and wife, of has gone to Porto Rico.
Islesford, spent a few days last week with
Elmira Jellison and daughter Elsie, who
bmUs thm body, croatoo onargy
Mr. Spurling’s sister, Mrs. E. D. Lurvey. have
Charles Butler and wiie are receiving
been living at Macomber's mill this i
and vigor; prevents and relieves
congratulations on the birth of a son,
Master Burnham Stanley, of Northeast winter, have returned home.
born March 12; also Wallace Springer and
colds and fortifies the lungs.
Harbor, spent Saturday and Sunday with
The body of Alton K., youngest child
wife on the birth of a daughter, born
his grandparents, Walter Stanley and
Millions of delicate and unof Henry Billings and wife, of Franklin,
March IX
wife. He anticipates spending bis spring
was brought here Saturday for burial.
children have been
developed
vacation with them.
of
Allen
at
the
Court
“Samantha
Fame,”
Mrs. C. M. Gott and two children, of
made
strong,
sturdy and hearty
March 17.
Spec.
soGolden
Rule
under the auspices of the
Southwest Harbor, who have been visitwith Scott’s Emulsion.
Miss Harriet Harris, director, was f
ciety,
ing here, have gone to Ellsworth to visit
presented at JBL of P. hall Wednesday and
bmmt OR having SCOTT'S.
WINTER HARBOR.
Mrs. Gott’s sister, Mrs. Ralph Jordan.
Thursday evenings. Wednesday evening
Scott & Bowse. Bloomfield. N. J. IS-di
Nathan Bunker has been confined to the
March 11.
Gkm.
the hall was tilled, but owing to the inhouse with a lame knee.
clement weather Thursday, the attendATLANTIC.
Mrs. B. M. Noonan iB spending a week
ance was small.
The parts were well
with relatives in Prospect Harbor.
The Street club met with Mrs. James taken. There are no laurels to be beafternoon.
Mrs. Eunice Jones, of West Gouldsboro, Sprague Thursday
stowed on anyoae in particular, as all did
is the guest of her brother, D. W. Joy.
Bessie Joyce is visiting her sister, Mrs. well. The receipt* were about t67DOES HIS DUTY TO
M.
March 17.
Mrs. Maude Tracy spent several days on Philip Moore, of Gott’s Island.
Mark island last week, the guest of MrB.
The Rebekah club was entertained by
Dell Leighton.
Mrs. Abbie Joyce Saturday afternoon.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Several from here attended the enterRuth Bartlett, who is teaching the
A. 8. Wooster has sold his plsiea to
tainment under the auspices of the Metho- Opeeche school, spent the week-end with
Eugene Hodgkins.
dist church at Prospect Harbor Tuesday Mrs. Walter Joyce.
C. L. Smith sod son Arthur, with teams,
If you suffer from Rheumatism and
evening, enjoying a delightful sleighride
Alfred A. Staples and wife last week came out of the woods Saturday.
don’t read this advice, then the terrible
in addition to a pleasing entertainment.
visited Mr. Staples’ mother, Mrs. Allen
Mrs. William Bishop is home from West disease must have robbed you of your
K. M. Torrey, a respected citizen end Reed, at North Scar boro.
Pownall, where she has-been teaching.
power te be fair to yourself. Bead it:
died
at
bis
home
here
merchant,
suddenly
The wharf and adjoining property
C. 8. Colwell, wife and children went to
“I, John Barborat, Justice of the Peace,
March 3, after a brief illness.
Funeral owned
by Cap*. Emery Joyce has been Norway last Wednesday. Mr. Colwelt ia of McLean Township, Ft. Loramie, Ohio,
services were held at the Baptist church
sold to Colson Robbins and son Chester.
expected home to-night, but Mrs. Colwsll do certify that after traatment by three
the following Thursday afternoon, Rev.
Merton Staples has finished the boat he will make an extended visit with her doctors without sesult, I have been cured
E. S. Drew officiating. The floral offerwas building for William Burns, and ia
of a very bad case of Rheumatism by
mother, Mrs. A. C. Mc-Crellis.
ings were many and beautiful.
bottles of RHKL' M A. It is now
building one for Maynard Torrey, of
friends of Mrs. W. O. Smith, for- name two
The
D. W. Joy has had a crew of men cutting
two years since I ased the remedy, and I
McKinley.
this
now
of
Cal,,,
of-Pasadena,
place,
merly
logs on his wood lot in the Pond district.

_

STICKNEY a POOR SPICE CO., 184 Stmte S»r«*. Bo.ton.
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THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

JUDGE BARHORST

RHEUMATIC

SUFFERERS

March 17.

The logs have been hauled to the mill in
Prospect Harbor, where they have been
converted into lumber, with which he will
construct

a

barn

his home lot at

on

Pond district, replacing the

one

SEAL

the

few

destroyed

Miss Bernice
to her school in

E. A. Stanley is with Capt. Martin for
the remainder of the winter.
Frank

Stevens

freight office of
buying of fish.

the

is

in

charge

of

the

M. C. R. R., also the

William Harris, engineer at the Freezer

a

mouthy

John Pervear and wife and MissGeergie
Reed are visiting in North Brooklin.

S.

M’KIN LEY.

COVE.

j

Ashley returned Saturday
Kendoskeag, after a vaca-

tion at home.
George Robbins and wife, of Opeechee‘
guests of Miss Bernice Ashley while
in town recently, and also visited Mr.
were

grandfather,

Robbins7

Capt.

L.

R.

Sprague.

The term of

grammar school

little

was ex-

Miss Grace
at

Higgins’

Gott,

who has been

quite

a

substantial

Seat

present.
N.

Cove.

ill

OBITUARY.

community was shocked by the
death of Josiah Cunningham on March 4,
after two day’s illness following a shock

paralysis. A partial stroke some years
ago caused a lameness, but he continued
to get about among his neighbors until
just before his death. He was a genial,
of

day evening.

|

Mrs. Jennie King has been quite ill of
Her daughter, Miss Lena, is at

! grip.
1

home

on a

vacation.

R- H.

March 17.

•‘1

This

Mrs. Fred L. Hodgkins pleasantly entertained a number of friends last Mon-

t

kind-hearted man, who will be greatly
missed. He was tenderly cared for by his
only son, G. M. Cunningham, and his

family.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Hagan quite ill.
A beautiful gold and brown butterfly
was a recent caller at E. F. Young’s shop.
Y.
March 17.
Ira

Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizDrastic
languor, heart palpitation.
physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
don’t cure. Doan’s Regulets acts gently and
Ask your drugcare constipation. 25 cents.
gist.— Advt.
ziness.

Mr.

Cunningham

Trenton over

is

fifty

Sl.

to

Sorry from
married

He

"I

Be»t
!

came

years ago.

for

W# waat

New

an

agent In avary Iowa.

Writ*

u.

about it.

England Fertilizer Co., Boston, Mass.

HUBMARK RUBBERS
FIRST

QUALITY

j

bothered for years with
stomach trouble and gastritis. Food

SOUTH SURRY.

returned from

Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins
Waltham, where she has spent the winter.
Rev. W. H. Rice visited his daughter,
Mrs. A. L. Tripp, in Waterville test week.
has

,ea.g

STOMACH
After trying to enjoy life for years
a no good ateraaeb be gets wise,

March 17.

LAMOINE.

institute, is at home
for the Easter vacation. Miss Tena Robinson is also home from Charleston.

Mrs. S. P. Webber has returned to
Brewer after spending a few weeks with
relatives here.
The ladies' aid society of the Congregational church gave a dinner in the grange
hall town-meeting day.
Henry Williams and Miss Ruth Wil-

with

Animal Fertilizers

some

STANDARD

with

classical

“Chips,” of Gofct’s Island, gave the age
of his wife—seventy-three years—as the
oldest in town. Mrs. Elizabeth Manchester, of this place, is eighty years next
month. Mrs. Amanda Rich, of Tremont,
was seventy-seven last month, and there
are several more whose ages are as much
as those mentioned.
P. M.
March 10.
,
DEDHAM.

ones

March 8.

England

brand that is just suited to your needs, based upon the
special requirements of New England soils. No soil can import to a crop
element or substance that it dot-s not itself contain. A wise selection
the fertiliser to be used under (riven renditions is just as important
the rhoice of good seed. If you have trouble in making the right
selection, WTite us for suggestions.
Our Crop Book will help you. Write for one.
There is

sorry te

Will Lurvey and wile, of Mt. Deoert
Co., left last Monday for his home in
Rock light station, were guests of E. F.
Newport, R. L
ing in thejiearby pond.
Robbins and wife last week, and visited
Mrs. E. IX Bichardson, Mrs. Stephen
Capt. J. W. Stanley is at his home in Mr. Lurvey’s young nephew and nieces,
Gloucester, Mass., and the cold storage the children of hie brother, Owen Lurvey. Richardson and Mrs. Guy Lunt spent
with Mrs. Harry Laity at
plant is closed for a while.
Mr. Lurvey remembered each of the five Wednesday
tended two weeks, and closes Friday next.
Miss Julia Tibbetts, of Old Town, haB
proven an efficient teacher.

New

Previous to using
am still as well as aver.
learn, that she has received
RHEUM A I was a cripple, walking with
down
an.
run
injuries
being
by
by
painful
crutehes, and I feel it my duty to let
automobile.
other suffers from- Rheumatism know
W.
March 17.
what it will do. The resalt seems almost
advised
have
ms.
I
to
miracalous
BKECH HlhL.
RHEUMA to at leash a dozen persons, and
Thurlow Hanna spent a few days in Bar each one speaks as highly of it is I. I
Hasbor last week.
will answer any ona suffering from the
Mss. Kola ad Carter visited her daughter, disease if a two-cent stamp ia enclosed.”
Mrs. Harry Bordeau, at the Sound Friday -May 31,191JI.
Yon can secure a bottle of RHEUMA
and Saturday.
for only 60 cents at G. A. Parcher's, and he
intent
the
Little Marguerite,
daughter
if not as advertised, money back.
of Harry Tracy and wife, has.been very ill, says,
It’s jnst SB good for Oout, Arthritis, Lumbut is much improved.
bago and Sciatica.
John Jordan, of Stoning tew, ia visiling
at Herbert Carter’s and enjoying the fishare

H. S. Mitchell has gone to Boston for

by

Are two years ago.
March 15.

Tony.

SUCCESSFUL FARMING IN 1913
depend largely upon the Fertilizers you select now. Supply everything in your power to bring your crops to profitable maturity and order

will

SRia Diseases.

Nearly every skin disease yields quickly
and permanently to Bucfclen’s Arnica Salve,
and nothing is better for barns or bruises.

Soothes and heals. John Deye, of Gladwin,
Mich., says, after suffering twelve years with
skin ailment and spending $400 in doctors
bills, Bucklen’s Arnica Salve cured him. It
will help you. Only 25c. Recommended by
any druggists.

was

laid like lead in my stomach and fermented. forming gas. This caused a
pressure on mv heart, so that 1 choked
and gasped for breath. I thought my
time had come. MIO-N A cured me
after I had doctored without success."
-Wm. V. Mathews, Bloomington,
Ind.
Call it Gastritis, Catarrh of the
Stomach, Indigestion or Dyspepsia; it
matters not. MI-O-N A Stomach Tablets will drive out all the misery and
give you practically a new, clean, willing-to-work stomach or G. A. Parcher
will refund the price.
So if
That’s honorable, isn’t it?
you want to get rid of your sour,
stupid, irresponsible
gassy, heavy,
stomach, get a 50-ceut box to-day.
Throw
Cse
25c.

hot

water

PNEUMATICA.

bottles
All

Wear Hub-Mark

Rubber* This Winter

“Standard first quality” mean* that after 60 year* of expeis the Standard established by us for first quality and
every rubber is branded with the “Hub-Mark.”
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will
permit everyone to wear
cost
them and get the maximum return for his
money. They
no more than any first-class rubber.
Try them."
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
,The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.
rience it

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO..

Malden, Mass.

away.

druggists,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

noUNTY
^

yEWS.

*nd her

•*

The supper

evening

*»«

brother,

her

visit

to

j.mee H.
of Ellsworth, hss been
w E. Clerk,
forCsstine,
bwen school superintendent
snd Brooksville.

|

Penobscot

>liss Christina Hall,

(^n,

trained nurse
Belfast, is the

a

Tapley’s hospital,

jo'ert of Mrs.

Lucy L. Tapley.

who has been teaching
Miss Mary Mills,
and her sister Alice, who has
Harlland,
in
teaching in Enfield, are home.
been

who has spent
g^jrije W. Stevens,

left this
er^i seeks in town,
Conn., to Join

sev-

morning for
Bound tow-

a

yes Condon,
boat.
entertained the
Mrs. George II. Tapley
were
ladies' circle Thursday. Twenty-ene
A picnic dinner was served.
sent.
of fancy-work and
Tne work consisted

«proo»s
an invitaAbout thirty men accepted
March 14,
tion to a aupper Friday evening
Rev. Charles F.
#t tne chapel, Riven by
■was one of
Atkins. The supper, which
the beat, was served by the men. Speakresult of which the
in* followed, aa the
West Brooksville board of trade was oras follows:
Presiganixed, with officers
C. Roy
dent, A.J. Fish; vice-president,
Tspleyj secretary, Rev. C. F. Atkina;
treasurer, Oscar L. Tapley.
To mhos.
March 17.

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Orrin Green haa returned to Brooklin.
William A., son of Richard Grindle, is
ill.
The many friend* of O. H. Cousins are

glad

to

see

again.

him out

Stella Lord is home from Unity, caHed
here by the illness of her mother.
E. J. Blodgett visited hia aister, Alma
Gray, at Weal Penobscot, last week.
Jefferson E. Grindle, of South Penob-

last week.
Andrew

scot, called on friends here last week.
Charles Staples ia visiting hia stater,
Mrs. Steele, at the home of H. D. Young.

Aggie Lawrence,

Ducot and

Edith

Bucksport, visited

relatives

here

nobscot,

Tapley,

Mrs. Habbidge,

sunt.

haa

and

of

tion with her

son

Philip.

17.

visiting her

Sim.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

to

Lut her L.
Conn

post office are pleased to
learn that tne efficient mail carrier, Jay
Patrons of this

Hardy

Mrs. Mable

Holden

to

on

Rainbow, Halcyon.
fifty
and
Biuebii!
East
Sedgwick
granges visited Harborside grange Wednesday evening, and report a due time.
u

1

North

F.

the steam-

Boston

from

work done

some

Thursday.

Haskell sailed from Ston-

A.

ington Thursday in the schooner Susan N.
Pickering, for New York. G. L. Hardy
went

mate.

as

Capt. Delmont

C.

March 17.

Capt.

join

came

two weeks ago to have
her house, returning

years.

London,

to New

went

Monday,

last

yacht Viking.

Cot don, has the contract for the uext four

fro

C.

Torrey

SEDGWICK.

Koy P. Byard, of Haverhill, Mass., is
visiting his grandparents, J. G. Eaton and

School

sheep

a

Miss

to-day,

begins

Agnes

Greenlaw teacher.
This is Miss Greenlaw’s third ter n here. She has proven an
efficient teacher.

wife.

I. 9. Candage has in bis flock

<

H.

March 10.
BROOKS VILLE.

There will be work in Eggemuggin
j Miss Annie L.
Hooper, of Belfast, is the
lodge. F. and A. M., to-night; two canguest of Miss Hattie Orcutt.
didates.

There will be work
t

evening

morrow

on

two candidates

in

Minuewackon

chapter, R A. M.
Mrs. S.
who

U.

have

Dority
been

and

in

daughter Anna,
several

Kockland

are expected home this week.
Ingraham,of Kockland, was in-town
last week and purchased a cargo of live-

Mrs. Olive

Portland,

is

Taylor,
visiting

children, of
brother, Floyd

with
her

Black.
Charles

Young

as

w

injured by

a

fall from

his sled while at work in the woods

Wed-

nesday.

months,

A*

March 10.

A.

stock of I. 8. Can <1 age.
Six

men

from the bureau of

entomology
a week looking for
As yet none have been

Don’t let the baby suffer from
any itching of the akin. Doan’s Ointment
give* instant relief, cnrea quickly. Perfectly
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—advt
eczema, sore*

found.
last Monday aeraall blaze started iri a
part of the llazea house, occupied byC. A.
Conary, but it aras extinguished with
slight damage.
March 17.
M.

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
The Kind Yob Hive

Always Bought

Bears the

Signature of

I

SURKY.
US

MEM OKI AM.

The death of Mrs. Flora Withee, at the
hospital in Baugor Feb 3, briefly mentioned at the time, brought to its earthly
«lose a life long to be remembered. Mrs.
Withee was born in Bangor, Iowa, in lflftl.
When quite young her family moved to
&mih Dakota, where they lived several
years.
In 1880 she became the wife of j
James Withee. They settled in the Black
Hills. From.there they moved to Louisan*,
and later to
Aberdeen, Mississippi, wheae
they remained but a abort time. They
then came to Maine, settling Jlrst in East
Orringtoq, moving from there to Ells-

worth,

then

Burry nine years ago.
wife and
a faithful
Mother, a woman of kindly disposition,
sympathetic spirit and ever willing and
ready to help those around her. Such a
character makes an Impress on any comManity. She is survived by a husband
*nd three children—Mrs. Maud Meader, of
Ellsworth; Mrs. Lillian Cushing, of Bangor, and Mrs. M&bedle Moon, of Ellsworth. She leaves also an aged mother
four brothers and two sisters.
March 10.
Ajton.
Mrs.

Mrs. Mary

was

home for

Hodgkins

a

is

George H. Wasson.
George Cowley and wife
Massachusetts on business.

short

at

stay

work for

have gone to

Simon Flood, Surry's oldest citizen, is
very feeble, and confined to his bed.
Mrs. Hasan Mosley, who has been keeping house Car her sister, has returned to

*** home at Ellsworth.
Mrs. Weldon Winchester
•no

are

and

infant

CoMllpatcd?

box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,

regaiarly and your trouble will
quickly disappear. They will stimulate the
liver, improve your digestion and get rid of
all the poisons from your system. They will
surely get you well again. 25c at all druggists.

atiCrrt’.Gcmnua.

More Loaves
to thf^
and each

was

EAST HUttKY.
E. E. Swett
this week.

Are You

If »o, Ret a
take them

to

Withee

^

"you have evermade
before—yours if
you will only
specify Wil-

liam Tell
when you
order flour.

Just as good for
cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the reot
of the good things
to eat that good
flour makes.
All extra nutritious, too, because William
Tell is milled by:
our special process
from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest
and finest grown^

Blaehill visiting her parents,
Frank Maddocks and wife.
Mrs. J. a. Chatto made a
trip last week
to

visiting her mother,

I

Mrs, Nancy Belatty,

because they have proved to
be the best corrective and
preventive of disordered conditions of stomach, liver, kidThe first
neys and bowels.
dose gives quick relief and permanent improvement follows
their systematic use. A trial
will show why, in all homes,
the use of Beecham’s Pills

WH1TCUMK, HA1NKS * CO.
c. W. URUIUAL.

3-Day Drink Treatment

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,
Maine.
147 Pleasant
Are., Portland,
Telephone 4216*

Uailraatis anti Steamboats.

Continues
To Increase

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

BAR HARBOR

TO

BANGOR

! BAR HARBOR
lv
Sorrento.

tl0 30

I

Ml

....

Mt Desert Ferry.
| Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
| Hancock.
I Franklin Road.
Wash’gt'n June.
ELLSWORTH.
I Ellsworth Falls....
Nicolin.
! Green Lake.
Phillips Lake.
Egery’s Mill.
Holden.
Brewer Jnnc.
BANGOR.... ar.

...j
20
11 27
11 30

...

••

til

00
11 06
§11 10

1*4*15
45
4

t 5

15
5 22
5 25

til 40 I
111 60
11 57
12 02

§11 22 112 15
§11 30 12 24
§11 87 112 31 I
I
§11 43 12 39
12

00
12 06

12 59
1

051

t

9 50
9 58
10 03
5 33 10 14
5 41
10 45
5 47 10 52
5 52
10 57
6 07 11 10
6 17 11 19
6 25 III 28
6 28
6 83 III 34
6 53
11 53
7 00 li 59

4 60
5 50 *12 50 ° 4 50
Portland.ar.
J
8 30
Boston via Dover ar
7 55
Boston via Ptsnith ar
9 051 5 151.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
....

Sold ersrywlier*. In bom 10c* 25c.
.Ml
TW Ur««t ok Wur mmiicmm. N.
Mflft U raad Um jlfctt— witk tnrr Us.

Cure Dandruff for 50 cts.
That’*

It’s easy, and you take no
Cheap risk. Go to G. A. Par her,
Enough the druggist, to-day, and -<*t »
;for
large 50c bottle of PARISIAN
Anyone Sage, the germ killing hair restorer.
If it does not cure dandruff in two
weeks he will give you your money
back.
PARISIAN Sage is a pleasant,
daintily perfumed tonic and hair
grower. It is guaranteed to stop failing hair or itching of the scalp, and to
cure all diseases of the scalp and hair.
PARISIAN-.Sage has many imitators—get the genuine. Giroux Mfg.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., American Makers.

COUGHING
Keep coughing: that’s one way.
Stop coughing: that’s another.
To keep the cough: do nothing.
To stop the cough: Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral. Sold for 70 years.
Ask Your Doctor

Boston via Dover lv
Boston.via Pismth lv

..

r

e oo
6 07

I 6 29

30

10 36
10 56

6 36
6 44
6 53

7 50
8 15
8 40

1*8

55
9 00

fll 00 T12
tlO

110 59
111 02
11 10
11 22
I
I 06 11 85
7 13 11 42
7 25 11 50
I 7 33 112 00
I 7 41 12 10
I

00

12 13
12 20

t 3 10 t 5

35
15

3 16

5

21

I 3 35

5

40

I 3

I 6

47

I

I

5
6
6
6
6
6

67
Q7

41
3 48
3 56
—
4

4 14
20 I

4

6

20
25
31
40
49

6

58

7

00

9 15

fDaily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m. 10.62
p m connect with Washington County trains.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
§Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure tickets before entering the trains, and

especially

Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc

Ellsworth.
H. D WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

Pauper Notice.
Eastern
contracted with the City
Ellafor those who
worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance during the
five
of

1 20

Portland.lv.
BANGOR.lv.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Egery’s Mill.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar

A

10 00

a.

NOTICK OF FOKECLOBURK.
Clifton E. Dolliver, of Eden,

can

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

mortgage

Hancock county. State of
WHEREAS,
his
deed dated the 19th

be overcome by the NEAL 3-DAY
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain. All dealings confidential. DRUG HABITS SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone

the sufferings of humanity is
not lightly won. There must
be continued proof of value.
But for three generations, and
throughout the world, enduring and growing fame and
favor have been accorded

of

Seriod

DRINK HABIT

any article intended to relieve

a

"better loaf than

at

Augusta, Hallowell, Freeport and Ported, combining business and pleasure.
Mrs. Lizzie Gray, of Hedgwick, has been

The World’s
Confidence in

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
Andrew Oinn, of

Bucksport,
WHEREAS,
county of Hancock. State of Maine, by
d.
dated November 10,
deed
bis

“Prom the testimony that 1 have received
this cure seems to be really marvellous, and
I sincerely trust you may be able to reach and
help many who are now under the sway of this
terrible evil.” From cashier of First National
Bank in a New England city. The

or

have been in lowdi for
the gypsy moth.

Neal

iUgal Koticrg.

legal Notices.

1010, and recorded in Hancock county registry
in book 475, page 403, conveyed to Sburaan
W. Davis, of said Bucksport. one undivided
two thirds (2-3) ot the following described lot
or parcel of land situateii iu said Bucksport, to
wit: The northerly part of the lot known as
the Henderson lot four rods in width together
with the buildings thereon, situated on the
of Mechanic street in Buckseasterly side said
lot is further described as
port village;
follows: Bounded on the south by laud occupied by Lowell Grindle, easterly by land of
George K. Patterson and land of Edward
Buck, northerly by land of George A Eldridge and westerly by Mechanic street; also
one undivided two-thirds (2*8) of the following
lot or parcel of land situated in said Buckssport, to wit: The southerly part of the
Henderson lot, so called, two rods in width
together with the buildings thereon situated
on the easterly side of Mechanic street, in
Bucksport village. Said lot is further de
scribed as follows: Bounded on the south by
land of Hiram J. Harriman, easterly by land
of George E. Patterson, northerly by land of
said estate ot Mary Ann Kench and others,
and subject to an estate for life of Emily J.
Weeks (formerly Emily J- Ware) during the
of her natural life, and whereas said
human W Davis by deed of assignment
dated the first day of January, a. d. 1813, and
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds
in book 495, page 102, assigned, transferred
and conveyed unto Francis G. Ginn, of said
Bucksport, the said mortgage deed the note
secured, together with all the interest
thereby
he had
in the business by virtue of said
mortgage; now therefore the condition of
said mortgage has been and now is broken,
I claim to foreclose the same and give this
notice forthat purpose.
Fkancis G. Ginn.
by T. H. Smith, his attorney.
Bucksport, Me., March 8, a. d., 1018.

Bank Cashier Endorses

j

and wife went

to New York Thursday to join his vessel,
the L. T Whitmore. Winson Torrey went
to go as mate.

which gave birth last week to three oluck
lambs.

signed according to rank as follows:
Miss Luetta Bridges, valedictory; Miss
Ruth
Kane, salutatory; Miss Violet

Julia H. Sweet has gone to Mt.
Vernon, N. Y., to spend the Easter vaca-

Brooklin.

About

oration.

Mrs.

laat

returned

wife, of North Peguests of Capt. J. B. Chatto

Staples

were

March
who haa been

BROOKLIN.

and wife last week.

week.
Grace

Tainter, history and prophecy; Llewellyn
Powers, presentation of gifts; Miss
Marjorie Kane, essay; Everett Cousins,

Bert Anderson and Charles Staples have
March 17.
Une Femme.
exchanged houses.
EAST BLUEHILL.
George Davis, of Rockland, was a weekend guest at Harry Moody’s.
Mrs. Evelyn Hutchings is in Bangor for
Miss Olive Kane, who has spent the a short stay.
winter in Conway, N. H., is home.
A. Hallowell and wife, of Portland, are
SARGENTVILLE.
Miss Ruby Dority, of Sedgwick, was the guests of Harvey P. Long and wife.
Capt. Davis A. Brown, of Bangor, is the
guest of Mrs. T. C. Stanley last week.
Forty friends of R. L. Witbarn and wife
gaeat of his sister.
Miss Rachel Cole, who has been visiting went on a sleighing party from here to
Miss Catherine Patterson, of Everett,
in Rockland, returned home Wednesday. their home in Surry Wednesday evening.
Mass., is visiting friends in town.
The evening was pleasantly passed. ReCapt. R. C. Stewart is home from Jones- freshments were served.
Capt. John Bennett has gone to Boston
been
where
he
has
for
the
two
R.
March 17.
port,
to join the schooner Calvin P. Harris.
past
months.
Miss Helen Higgins has returned from
&OBcttiscnum&
Clifton Stanley left to-day for New
Bangor, where she has been employed.
York to join the steamer on which he is
Miss Elizabeth Parker is at home from
employed.
About Foul Breath.
Bradley, wheTe she has been teaching.
Miss Evelyn Gray, who has been teachMiss Jane C. H. Parker is at home from
in Anson, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
By
ing
Hampden, wtiere she has been teaching.
R. A. Flye.
I want to speak a word here to people
Raymond (Jrindell and wife, of Rock*
A special town meeting is called for
who have a foul, offensive breath. I am
land, are guests of Mr. Grindell’s parents.
Tuesday, March 26, to choose a third sesorry to say many people have bad smelling
Walter Card, of Haverhill, Mass., is lectman in
place of Edward P. Bridges,
breath and do not know it!
Bpending several weeks with Gilbert Lowe resigned.
Nine times in ten the cause is found in
Dr. K. W. Lowe, of Ridgefield, Conn.,
Brooklin lodge, I. O. O. F., gave a waystomach and bowels. If you correct an
spent part of last week with his family back ball Saturday evening which was
imperfect performance of these organs you
here.
well attended by home people. The cosare quite sure to remove the cause of bad
Wiltis B. Kirkpatrick, of Baltimore tumes were
and
Net
unique
becoming.
breath. You can see that this would be
Md., Oeorge B. Poster and Lewis Thurs- proceeds, $22.25. A pleasant evening was
so, because imperfect digestion clogs the
ton, of Boston, were guests of Charles K
enjoyed.
Posher last week.
organs with foul poisons and sluggish
Harlie Freethey came home from Gorham
March 10.
bowels fail to pass them off. So, if you are
Sim.
Saturday. Mr. Freethey and wife are re- one of these unfortunates, I counsel you to
Leroy Chatto spent last week with
take my Dr. True’s Elixir; because a lifeceiving congratulations on the birth of a
frfcnds in Bluehill.
time of experience proves beyond question
daughter, born March 11. Mr. and Mrs.
•Joseph Normand has returned to his Ward Freethey are also receiving conthat it at;/// set the stomach and bowels
j
home in Biddcford.
gratulations on the birth of daughter,
right and keep them so. It is the best
Miss Lilia McIntyre, of Bluehill, is visit- born March 14.
remedy for indigestion, constipation, biling Mrs. Prank Harding.
iousness, feverishness and worms. It drives
Schools begin Monday, March 24, with
from the body, with gentle force, the accuMrs. R. W. Lowe left Thursday for her the following teachers: Miss Vera Hardmulated poisons and any worms that may
home in Ridgefield, Conn.
ing, of Sargentville, at North Brooklin; be
present. Thus, Dr. True's Elixir has
Gil beat Lowe and Walter Card spent Miss Ada Herrick at No. 7; Miss Sadie
proved, and is proving, a source of health
Billings at West Brooklin; Miss Rachel to thousands. It is sold by reliable dealers
part of last week in Bluehill.
Cole at Haven; Miss Lena Cousins at the
all over the country; also in Canada, South
Sherman A. Sargent has returned from
Corner; Miss Norma Stanley, of Sedgwick, America, Cuba; Honolulu; Bombay and
Newport News, Va., where he spent the at
Calcutta, India; Shanghai, China; Cairo,
Naskeag.
winter.
Egypt; Athens, etc. Price 35c, 50c and
The class parts for the graduating class
John H. Gay, of Philadelphia, was the
$1.00.
school
have
been
asof
Brooklin
high
guest of Hon. Henry W. Sargent and wife

left to-<l»y !oi

Jones

W.

|,ucy

COUNTY NEWS

are

0,1,1 Fellow» h»11 SuU«*ell .Uended.

Msm.,
g,Jwkline,J«ne'I

mother, Mts. Mary

The many friends here of Ames Smith
sorry to hear of his illness. Both be
and his wife were raised here, and all of
their children were born here. In all their
affliction in the past few years, they have
had the deepest sympathy of all.
March 19.
C.

west BKOOKSVIELE.

[

husband's

Gray.

Steamship
Corporation.

Maine, by

mortgage
day of November. a. d. 1904, conveyed to Bar Harbor
Banking A Trust Company, a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Maine,
and having its established place of business
at Bar Harbor, in said town ol Eden, a certain lot or parcel of real estate situated at
Bar Harbor, town of Eden, Hancock county,
Maine, bounded and described as follows:
Bounded on the north by land formerly of
James T. Woodward, and now owned or occupied by Clement B. Newbold; on the east
by a line parallel with the west lin? of laud of
Mary C. Jones and one rod distant therefrom;
on the south by Hancock street; and on the
west by land of J. Montgomery Sears, containing seven-twelfths of an acre, more or
less, together with the buildings thereon.
Meaning and intending to include and conlot, so called, formerly
vey the Dolliver
owned by Eugene B Richards and the Hutchings lot, so-called, the latter being the same
conveyed by the heirs of the late Samuel B.
Hutchings to the said Clifton E. Dolliver.
Together also with right of way; and whereas
said mortagage was on the 24th day of December, a. d. 1910, assigned to me. the undersigned, by said Bar Harbor Baukiug & Trust
Company, which assignment is recorded in
said registry of deeds, book 475, page 457; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken; now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
William M. Roberts, Trustee.
Tobias L. Roberts and
Mary S. Roberts.
By his attorney, H. L. Graham.
Dated at Eden, this 15th day of March, a. d.
1913.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
'117'HEREAS, Clifton E. Dolliver, of Eden,
Hancock county. Maine, by his mort
fV
gage deed dated the 27th day of April, a. d.,
1909', and recorded in the Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, book 458, page 855,
conveyed to Bar Harbor Banking <fc Trust
Company, a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Maine, and having an established place of business at Bar Harbor, in
said Eden, all his real es;ate situated in the
county of Hancock and State of Maine, title to
which is now vested in me either under re
corded or unrecorded deeds, or to which I
may be in any way entitled either in law or in
equity, however same may be described: and
whereas said mortgage w.ts on the 24th day of
1910, assigned to me, the
December, a. d
undersigned, by said Bar Harbor Banking &
Trust Company, which assignment is recorded
in said registry of deeds, book 475, pa.>e 458,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
William M. Roberts, Trustee.
Tobias L. Roberts and
Mary 8. Roberts.
By bis attorney, H. L. Graham.
Dated at Eden, this 15th day of March, a. d.
1913.
NOTICK

OF FORECLOSURE
Clifton E. Dolliver, of Eden,
by bis mortday cf December,
1911, aud recorded in the Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, book 486, page 51,
conveyed to William M. Roberts of said Eden,
trustee of Tobias L. Roberts and Mary S.
Roberts, all his real estat situated in the
county of Hancock and State of Maine as
shown by the registry of deeds for said
jounty, and all real estate and all rights,
and
over
privileges and easements in,
all
real
estate
situated
in the
upon
countv of Hancock and State of Maine, title
to which is now vested in me either under recorded or unrecorded deeds, or to which I
may be in any wav entiiltd either in law or
equity, however the same may be described;
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
William M. Roberts, Trustee.
Tobias L. Roberts and
Mary S. Roberts,
by bis attorney, H. L. Oraham.
Dated at Eden, this 15th day of March, a. d.
1918.

Hancock county, Maine,
WHEREAS,
gage deed dated the 18th

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
AS? Clifton E. Dolliver, of

Eden,
Hancock county, Siate of Maine, by
WHERE
his mortgage deed dated the second
of
day

d. 1911, and recorded in the riancock county registry of deeds, book 475, page
460. conveyed to William M. Roberts, of said
Eden, trustee of Tobias L. Roberts and Mary
S. Roberts, all of his real estate situated in
the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
as shown by the registry of deeds for said
county, and all real estate and all rights,
privileges aud easements in, over and upon
all real estate situated in the county of Hancock, and State of Maine, title to which is
now vested in me either under recorded or
uniecorded deeds, or to which J may in any
way be entitled either in law or equity, however the same may be described; aud whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage
William M Roberts, Trustee.
Tobias L. Roberts and
Mary 8. Roberts.
By his attorney, H. L. Graham.
Dated at Eden, this 15th day of March, a d.
1913.

January,

a.

OF FORECLOSUt&K.
Clifton E. Dolliver, of Edeu,
Hancock
county, Maine, by his mortyears and are legal residents of Elisa orth.
/
gage deed dated Julv 22, a. d. 1907, aud reforbid ail persons trusting them on tuy accorded in the Hancock county, Maine, regis
count, as these is plenty of room and accomtry of deeds, book 441. page 447. conveyed to
modations to care for them at the City Farm
Thoiftas Searls, of sa<d Eden, all Lis real esPare Reduced.
M. J. Dhi'mmey.
house.
tate and all rights, privileges and easements
Bar Barbor and Boaton .$3.50. in and upon real estate situated in said county of Hancock, however the same may be deBlue hill and Boston $3.50.
scribed; and whereas said raortgpjje was on
the 24th day of December, a. d. 1910, assigned
to me, the undersigned, by the said Thomas
Sedgwick and Boston $3.
SeaTls, which assignment is recorded in said
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor Mon. registry of deeds, book 475, page 459; and
whereas the condition of said
has
days and Thur« days ai 0 i* >i m for Seal Har- been broken, now, therefore, bymortagage
Is what your money will earn if
reason of the
bor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, breach of the condition thereof. I claim a
invested In shares of the
Stoning ton. North Haven and Rockland, con- foreclosure of said mortgage.
William M. Roberts, Trustee.
necting with steamer for Boaton.
Tobias L. Roberts and
Mary 8. Roberts.
Steamer Mtneola leaves Biuehlll Mondays
By his attorney, H. L. Graham.
and Thursdays at 9 00 an- for South
A NEW SERIES
Biuehlll,
Dated at Eden, this 16th dav of March, a. d.
Brook
1913.
Deer
ItSedgwick
Isle,
Surgentvllle,
IS now open. Shares, tl each; monthly pay
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
menu, Ml per share.
subscribers, Franklin B. Kirkbride
connecting with steamer for Boston.
and Howard Mansfield, both of the
city,
WHY PAY RENT
Sedgwick line discontinued for the season.
county and state of New York, hereby give
notice that they have been duly appointed
when you oan borrow on your
executors
of
the
RETURNING
last
will
and
a
first
and
testment
and
shares, give
mortgage
codicil of George M. Tuttle, late of said city,
reduce it every month? lConthl>
Turbine .steel steamahlp Belfast
county and state of New York deceased, no
payments ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
Leaves Boston ft p m Tuesday and Friday for bonds being re uired by the terms of said will,
and that they have appointed
than you are now paying for
M. Hall,
Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving of Ellsworth, in the county of Heury
rent, and In about ten years you
Hancock ai d
Beck land A.15 a m, Wednesday and Saturday State of Maine, their agent in said State of
WlJI
tor Bar Hatbor. Biuehlll, Sedgwick and lnter- Maine. All persons having demands against
OWN YOUR OWN HOME*
the estate of said deceased are desired to prexnelJjf* land In an.
sent the same for settlement, and all indebted
For particulars inquire of
E. L. Smith, Agen». Bar Harbor.
thereto are requested to mak* paymeut imO. W Taplbk, dee’y
Franklin B. Kirkbride.
mediately.
A
ftl. IM. hkick. Agent, Biuehlll.
Tnpley H'dg
Howard Mansfield.
Preside
J.
mu
R
A, W. Kino.
Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.
W
February 14,1913.
to

care

next

may

To All persons Interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of March, a. d. 1918.
following matters having been presented for the aotion thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this ord«r to be published three weeks successively in the Kllaworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the first day
of April, a. d. 1918, at ten of the clock
in tbi forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

THE

se<

cause.

Alden 8. Hamor, late of Eden, in said
count}, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with uetilion for probate thereof, presented oy Caivert G. Hamor,
the executor therein named.
Milton Bodick, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by Annie Bodick, the
executrix therein named.
Clara J. McKenney. late of Surry, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented oy Harry L. Crabtree,
the executor therein us rued.
Sophia B. Perkins, late of Penobscot, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Albert
P. Leach or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Nora M. Leach and
George P. Leach, creditors of said deceased.
Mary T. Orcutt, late of Amherst, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Harry D.
Kodlck or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by George U. uretm, a
son of said deceased.
Martha J. Coolidge, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Lizzie F. Crabtree, executrix, filed for settlement.
Lucy A. Wescott, late of Bden, in said
Third account of B. 8.
county, deceased.
Clark, executor, filed for settlement.
John B. Redman, late of Bl>sworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of B. F. Redmar, executor, filed for settlement.
William H. Clinkard, late of Bden, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
William A. Emery, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Thomas Nickerson, jr. and Elizabeth H.
Nickerson, minors, of Haverhill, Massachusetts. Second account of Frederick J. Ranlett, guardian, filed for settlement.
Viola S. Gray, late of Brooksville, in said
county, deceased. Final account of Decatur
M. Gray administrator, filed for settlement.
Florence W. Saunders, a person of unsound
mind, of Deer Isle, in said couuty. Account of
Frank E. Hard}, guardian,, filed for settlement.
Hannah H. Saunders. late of Deer Isle, in
Final account of
said county, deceased.
Frank E. Hardy, guardic.n, filed for s« ttlement.
Nancy W. Clay, a person of unsound mind,
of tiluehill, in said county. Fourth account
of G. Welland Clay, guardian, filed for settle_

Willard S. Dow, a person of unsound mind,
Third account of
of Surry, in said couuty.
Isaac W. Dow. guardian, fllec for settlement.
George W. Bartlett, late of Mount Desert,
Petition fi.ed by
in said county, deceased.
Francis G. Bartlett, administrator, that an
order be issued to distribute among the heirs
of su’.d deceased, the amount remaining in
the hands of said administrator, upon the
settlement of his second account.
George W. Bartlett, late of Mount Desert,
Petition tiled by
in said coanty, deceased.
Francis G. Bartlett, administrator of the estate of said deceased, that the amount of inheritance tax upon said estate bedeermined
by the judge of probate.
Lucy A. Wescott, late of Eden, in said
Petition filed by E. S.
county, deceased.
Clark, executor of the last will and testament
of said deceased, that the amount of inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by
the Judge of probate.
William H. Mograge, late of Castine.in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for pro
bate thereof and for the appointment of
Lillie A. Orosgrove, administra*rix with the
will annexed, presented by Lillie A. Crosgrove, a niece of said deceased. The executor, George H. Witherle, named in said will
being now deceased.
Philena A. Mograge, late of Castine, in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of Lillie
with the will
A. Crosgrove, administratrix
! annexed, presented by Lillie A. Crosgrove, a
j niece of said deceased. The executor, George
H. Witherle, named in said will, being now
deceased.
Koduclc M. Torrey, laie ox winter naroor,
in said county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to the last will :«.nd testament of said deceased, together with petition
for probate thereof, presented by Ernest M.
therein named.
Torrey, executor
Aurilla S Bonsey, late of Bucxsport. in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof and for the appointment of
i W. C. Conary, or some other suitable person
! administrator with the will annexed, predesented by Wilbert J. Closson, a sou of said
I ceased.
Thomas H. Macomber, minor. of Franklin,
in said county.*' Petition tiled by Effie M.
Macomber, guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said minor as described in
said petition,
Judge of said Court
! JEROME H.
A true copy of the original ardor.
Attest:—T?F. Mahoney. Register.

KNQ&nLEK,

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed executor
he
of the last will and testament of
FANNIE E. PEASE, late of BROOKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, aud all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Homer M. Pease.
Brooklin, March 7. 1913.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ALFRED L. FERNALD, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of
said
deceased are
desired
to
resent the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make pay-

THE

S

ment

immediately.

H. Leroy Fernald.

Franklin, Me., March 13,

1912.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
HELEN A. THOMAS, late of Eden,
In the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
All pe rgiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to presem the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
AbPRRTA T. Thomas.
Bar Harbor, March 12, 1013.

THE

NOTICE

WHEREAS.

Banking.

THE

FORECLOSURE.
O. Walker, of Swan’s
of
Hancock, State of
by
mortgage deed dated the 18th
day of September, a d.. 1909, and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds in book 482,
page 856. conveyed to Estella M. Joyce, of
Swan’s Island, in said county and State, a < ertain lot or parcel of land situated in Swan’s
Island and bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at the east side of the highway adjoining land of Stephen Dunham; thence east
thirty (30) rods to the brook; thence northeasterly following the brook about eleven (u)
rods to land of Daisy Torrey to a bolt in a
rock; th* nee south parallel with the highway
sixty (60) rods to a birch tree; thence west by
land ot Ezra Torre}’s heirs and iand ot I. J.
Stockbridge one hundred
eighteen (118)
rods to land of I. J. Stockbridge; thence
north two (2) rods to the highway; thenee
easterly following the highway eightyone (81) rods to land
formerly occupied
W. D. Stanley; thence souih
by
sixtysix (66) feet; thence east one hundred fifteen
(115) feet to a bolt in a rock; thence northerly
along the highway about forty and one-half
NOTICE OF

Joseph
WHEREAS,
island, county
his
Maine,

(40 1 2)

to

the first mentioned bound.

Con-

taining twenty-five (26) acres n ore or less,
with the buildings thereon, and whereas the
condition of said mortgage is broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of said
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Estella M. Joyce,
by Wm. E. Whiting, her attorney.
Ellsworth, Me., March 12, 1913.

AMERICAN ADS
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ferr Easter Twtwriwk with bar
Forrest B. Saew.
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Easy

Seorge Horton. ef Cheeryield, is malting hi* motbrr. >n Mary Mm.
Hire Helen J«r Hux'klry, of Boston, t<
matting b*r mother, Mrs. Oarrle Hinokley.
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HATS
for sale bi„
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week in

and

Ethel Stover

spent ;

Portland.

E. E. Chase

Augusta last week

Best in America
RKUAHI

past

Judge

Fanny

apent several days in ;

on

business.

j

Miss Jennie A. Griwdle, an instructor in
high school at Machias, is spending

the

CLOTHING CO

j

Posey Ward we 11 and Olive Leach,
of Penobscot, were recent guests of Mrs.
James Hatch.

o(

fbe

effects

of

injuries

received

wben

from his team. The horses became
tnmauageable by the breaking of the

whjffletree,

cleared

•led and

away.

ran

themselves

from the

Lucy, widow of Horace Mixer, an aged
of the Perkins district, died last
Wednesday morning, after a lingering illness.
Mrs. Mixer wss hospitable in her
home, looking well to the ways of her
household, having reared a large and respected family. She was always a kind
friend and neighbor. Her efficient help in
Ibeaick room wss willingly given until the
infirmities of age prevented. She is survived by one daughter—Mrs. James Perkins, of Penobscot, and five sons —Herbert*
of Stockton Springs; Oeorge, of Camden;
Frank, of Belfast; Alfred, of New Hampshire, and Manfred, who jives at home
and wbo has kindly cared for her in her
declining year*. The children were all
present at the funeral, which was held at
the home Friday forenoon. Rev. Rev. E.
A. Carter, of Penobscot officiating. Interment at South Penobscot.
March 17.
L.
resident

MANHKT.
E. O. Stanley is

Walter and Kor-

o

reat aad Artbar Aahmore and aoa Arthur,
who haw been norkiny for L V Oile* at
Mariav'iile, returned borne Saturday.

March 18.

of

thrown

Herald Coomb*, who baa been working
Maynard Hodykinn datia* the winter,
baa returned to Kranklin.
«on*

son.

Grant's

mother, Mrs. Flora Perkins.
E. C. Bowden is slowly recovering from

talker at

for

Samuel Weat and

Dunbar returned
Saturday
Walker’s pond, where he has been

Capt. Converse Grant, wife and
Handy Point, are visiting Mrs.

ment.

Misses

Daniel Blake is employed as nurse
Maurice Grindle, of Penobscot.

the Carrie Buck man.

—

AND

of Boston,

working on ioe.
Capt. C. M. Perkins left Monday for
New York to take command of his vessel,

Brookarille,
•I*at last week with her parent*, T. J.
WmcoU aad *lh.

BLTEHILL.

»ood tonic laxative the great
m*ior1ty
of nwa of atckneaa
would tT
*** PIV
vented.

William

is a pleasant greeting from friends we
have not seen for years. It is a greetLin «M laarl* Oillit aad UarroM DanMcX enzie's absence.
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the
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mate
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and
and
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Mix
profit
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bust condition of mind and body at 38
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in
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bone
housekeeping
*• kirh tra* aaaah enjoyed by all preaent.
years of age is indeed A blessing.
Mr. ButUti haa a position an
L. liofic.
of
value
of
the
Here’s positive proof
William K. Waacntt claiaaa to hare
the J..£» Gosh plant at Thorton's irtand.
the tried and true remedv.
hauled lb* larcaat load of wood to
“I have found “I* F.” Atwood’s
Bev. Joseph Jack hoc died at hit home Paantwrot tbi# aaaaoa
tbra* eorda and
Medicine the only thing to keep me in Friday evening after a severe illness. Mr. om foot.
(
Tunning ord-r, and give it the credit Jackson formerly preedtie.l in the MethoD.
March Id.
for my now enjoying better health dist church
here, but had retiaed from the
than 10 years ago. I am SS years old.”
EAST LAMtMKK.
ministry and had made a permanent ha me
A. F. Johnson, Sober Station. Me
(uneraJ »m held at the
IMin (ire* nan ha* gona to Hanyor to
If you have never used “L. F.” At- in this loan. The
wood’s Medicine, write to-day for a Methodist tihurcb Sunday afternoon, con- work.
The Mason*
ducted by fier. Mr. Eaton.
free sample.
(irony* Youny and Joarpb Aabtnor*
The floral emblems
attem-.Hi in a body.
Regular size 35 cents.
Mr.
beautiful.
Jacksoa ware ia Bar Harbor over ftusday.
were many and
!
“I,. F.” MEDICINE CO.. Portland. leaves a widow and one son. Barial at
Maynard Hndyk.iia wiN leave thia w«*k
Me.
Wood lawn cemetery.
lor Bar Harbor, when he baa employMarch 17.
SOUL.
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Should Be In Every Home
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fteipn
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from
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Misses
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calling

Mrs.
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Hall, of Brockton, Mass.,
last week for a brief visit.

John
were

daughter
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and

Dunbar

netting
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I>ana
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the steamer Anna Belle.

here

Jeha Uttlelteld end wife, of Calais,
salted an Mrs. Settle K. Oanbar eeoratly.

Mr*. A. W.
bar

on

N. Ik. wden and wife aiatted friends at
Baal Mr land laat week.

week*' vacation.
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Frank Webcter brs gone

NORTH BU EHILU

Mi*aCa*UtU llraen ha* returned to bar
work to the afflee rf J. i- t>«*a, ab* r two

Pure

tine.

B.

Holt and Mise
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Alter
C rarna.
t
Haulsh Clrtndla ettendad the ('bepmen
miner rl in Ellsworth last Sat unlay, and
hew the
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oapfo nrl oppnrtemty of bearing eocta
•iinarrtal artiste.
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A TONIC LAXATIVE

NORTH GISTLNB.
Mrs. Frances Devereux is ill of crip.
Mis# Ada F. Conner is visiting in Gat-

Ur*. «f Ridgefield. Conn., anti W.
(i Uni, ot HarerMil, Maes., sprat thr
matt-cad In lawn.
Mra. 8. 8. Ilarhangfe, ot St wick ley, I’m.,
-e- 10 town a few day* laat weak, looking
after the imprereeaeota wfetch are feeing
matte on bar cottage.
Mra. A. M Herrick. Mr- h. K. Pnliertou, M re. Jamas K. 'lortcll. Mra. Charles
p

X&tf rtlftmmU.

COUNTY NEWS

eiater, Mrs.

in

Boston for

S. E. HARTMAN,

laxatives.
The remedy Peruna Is a laxative
tonic. It not only operates as a gentle
laxative, but also as a tonic.
The benefit derived from such a
remedy is a great deal more in the
prevention of disease than in the cure.
After a person has really become sick,
either with an acute or chronic ailment. the rule should be to employ a
physician, or some one who can give
But
the case his personal attention.
long before this happens the person
this
that
will complain of
or
symptom,
which is not severe enough to Interfere
If at this
with his regular activities.
place before the disease has really
gained a foothold in the system, a person

s

days.
Stanley

M. D.

la obliged more cr
less to take a laxative. There are of
A great many
course a few exceptions.
people also need occasionally to take a
few
households
exist
tonic.
Probably
that do not make use of tonics and

Nearly everybody

was

to

take

a

dose

or

two of

a

M. E. HOLMES,
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

All are glad to see Capt. C harles
A again, after his illness of grip.

March 11.
ated

grip the past five weeks, is better,
bot not yet able to be out.
The Delta Al| has m*t with Mias D*na
Norwood at
Norwood Cove Tuesday,
ill of

RANGE

chiefly to emphasise.
slight condition of

may

lead

to

serious

*

con»t|Mtl

sluggishness

the bowels, biliousness,
re-absonm™
of
poison oua
material
and
sickness.
Or apathy of the
stoni,,*
In which the food la not relished
rri
gradually lend to atonic
dyspepsia^
to the acquisition of acme
acute du
ease.
For either one of these
eonffl
tlona a few doses of the torn.PerunA would set matters right.
Thi.
la why the remedy should
always h.
kept handy by.
When once the value of Peruna
ss a
household remedy la understood
n,
home would be without it. Cathartics
pills and powders would be discarded
Irritating tonics would be no longer
taken. Alcoholic drinks would hay*
n»
place. With a few dosee of Peruna s
vigorous appetite Is produced and tf
there
be any sluggishness of tb*
bowels their function Is gradually restored.
Moot laxatives are weakening to
their effect.
A tonic laxative guards
against this weakening effect. Until
right living has become so thoroughly
established that aJI medicines an nj.
perflunus, Peruna will be needed. It u
exactly the remedy that meets nurocr.
oua necessities of the household.
Sold
at all drug stores.
Mr. John B. Perkins, 21 Whiting
8t,
Plymouth. Mam., writes: "I think Peruns Is a number one medicine.
1 wu
troubled with catarrh and bowel comI tried several doctors, but
plaint
could only And temporary relief.
1
took Peruna and am glad to say that
It cured my catarrh and corrected mj
bowels." PERUNA IS FOB SALE AT
ALL DRUG ST( IRES.
SPECIAL NOTICE
Many percent
are
making Inquiries for tho old—

time
To such
Peruna.
would u j,
this formula la now put out under the
name
of KA-TAR-NO, manufactured
by KA-TAR-NO Company. Columbus
Wrlto them and they will be
Ohio.
pleased to send you a free booklet.

few

—

One

new

member

was

initi-

Miss

Games
Audrey Dollicer.
played and dainty refreshments

t'apt. (veorge Hamilton is getting bis were
»l<»m the Bessie, ready for seining.
served.
March 17.
Prof. Know Ron preached at the Union !
SUB.
church Sunday afternoon and evening.
WALTHAM.
Lralie King made a short business trip
Companion court Sunbeam, I. O. F.,
to Boston Thursday, returning Saturday.
will have a dance and sale at Fox's hail
Eldred King was hack at high school
March 25.
Supper will be served. Music
Monday, after an illness of several weeks
by Garland s orchestra.
of cold and pleurisy.
Mrs, Fred Noyea, wbo has been quite
BAY8IDE.

ft.

wish
A

Whitcomb, Haynes

A Co.’s crew which
working in the woods at Bayside,
brokecamp to-day. They got out about
30(1 cords of stavewood and logs.
was

Camden
Have money

Woolens
by buying drew*

material* and
and children direct
from Camden Woolen Mill. Wr «• f
.ample*

*ultlDg« for

men, women

F. A. Packard, Mgr. Retail Dept
box is Camden, Maine.

SEVEN PREMIUMS
Dining Chair* and Hooker
yiven with one flO order of
soap*,
tMB, spice*, toilet
articles and jjrocerit***. rV-nd
for catalogue of premium*.
fl

A

IIOMK 8i:i*P!.Y C0-,
Dept. Maranacook, Me.

The Agency of the times; the Assurance of Insurance.
ROY C. HAINES,

Representative.

PENNSYLVANIA FIRE INS. CO.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1912.
Real estate.
$ 139,000 00
Mortgage loans.
174,750 00
Collateral loans.
266 500 00
Stocks and bonds,
6,277,221 00
Cush in office and bank,
183,088 28
Agents’ balances.
727,491 68
Interest and rents,
87.560 33
Gross assets.
Deduct items not

$7,855,611

admitted.

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

29

$7,855,611 29

31, 1912.
$

320.117 56
4,353,121 04
99.675 40
750,000 00
2.332.697 30

Total liabilities and surplus,
$7,855,611 20
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.

TIDELITT PHENIX FIRE INS. CO,
or SKW YORK

CITY,
DEC.

A88ETS
Real eataU,
loans.
Mortgage
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bark,

1N8URANCK CO.

81,1812.

A‘•SEATS DEC. 31, 1913.
Real estate.
t 298.875 00
388.985 00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
14 196,492 "8
Cash in office and bank,
1.398,192 48
Agents' balances.
1,888.897 76
Bills receivable,
26.956 40
Interest and rents,
98.4*2 87
All other assets.
81.396 52
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets.
•17.851.839 09
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.
• 1.341.800 00
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

**

Let lhit*

*■

Announcement

ring

CITIZENS

INSURANCE CO..

pmmj,

Amount necessary
standing risks.

$15,145,085 69

Total liabilities and surplus.
$15,145.085
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.

6

ASSURANCE.

Or LONDON,
ASSETS DEC. 31,1912.
S*ork8 and bonds.
$2,278,851 76
Cash in office and bank,
221,509 16
Agents’ balance*.
369,318 72
Interest,
2S.426 »6

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
C«sh in office and bark,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid loaves.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

•

Total liabilities and surrlur,
$862,107 87
M. E. BOLME8, Agent.

Grog* assetn.
Deduct items not admitted,

$2,474,923 93
31, 1912.
$233.209 30
1,366,997&
89,457 87
400.0uu 00
243.258 91

Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,474 923 93
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.
OKAS1TE STATE FIKE INSURANCE CO,
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
ASSETS DEC. 31 1912.
Beal estate.
$ 45.000 00
Mortgage loans.
I0,i0u (>0
Stock and bonds.
935 295 50
Cash in office and bank,
6*-,951 51
balances.
97.801 88
Agents'
Interest and rents.
ll,20o 34
$1,160,352

23

FIRKMAVS

FUND

INS. CO.,

OF 8AN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

Incorporated in 1883. Commenced business in
Loafs
Wdi. J, Ontton, Pres.
Weinroann, Sec.
Capital paid up in cash, $1,600,000.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1912.
Real estate,
$ 473,442
1,004,083
Mortgage loans,
430,860
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds.
5,457.385
Cash in offices and bank,
686,681
1.188.83?
A«ents’ balances.
Bills receivable,
22,860
84.904
Interest and rents.
8018
All other assets,

197,919 M

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

ftSi^S

admitted,

Admitted assets.
$1,160,352 23
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 52,593 60
559.5*4 84
Unearned premiums,
is.309 06
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
200,000 00
831,904 74
Surplus over all liabilities,

$9,268,924 08
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 487,239 78
Unearned rremiurns,
8.812,963 73
All other liabilities,
864,000 00
cash capital.
1,500,000 00
8,164,780 57
Surplus over all liabilities,

$1,160,352 33
Total liabilities u d surplus,
M. E. HOLME8. Agent.
Bar
Harbor, Me.
C. E. MaBCYES * CO.,

Total liabilities and inrn'ai,
$9.1 $3,924 08
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.

77

in the

new

Clothes for

Spring

!

ABBET8 DRC. 91. 1919.
Stocks and bonds.
91.9*7 ATS m
Cash in office and bank,
146,104 19
14? 7«6 93
Agents' balances.
Bills receivable.
1.144 96
Interest and rents.
91.910 99
All other assets,
1.146 99
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

99.314.)97 14
74.961 94

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over ail liabilities,

$2.1*5
$

ami

Summer

or PBiLaoai.ruiA. puriylvasu.

*

2*

IfO.iSO
•*1,IA4
2YW6S
Tk.tAi

4*1,011

1

wear.

OUR
GORGEOUS

DISPLAY
is

sure to attract

you,
how

no matter

particular
We

*18 8

you

are.

can

fit

and

guarantee

I*

every garment
that leaves

Total liabilities and surplus,
ll.3H.B4
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.
RUBIE J. TRACY. Agent. Winter Harbor,

1863.

S38

is interested

out-

9j974,194

man

in town who

06

THE ALLIANCE INStlKAMtl CO

•*54.704 78
2,596 89

$54,131 83
487 217 04
4 675 00
200.000 00
166.084 00

reinsure

every
19.644

Ti tal liabilities.
99.414.ltt 94
M. E. HOLME*. Agent.

97.200 00
547,880 00
13* .*03 88
70 184 17
10 887 98

•882,107 87
31,1912.

to

with

interest to

LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and not due.
Losses unadjusted.
Losses in suspense, waiting for
further proof.
All other claims against the con-

AS8ETS DEC. 81, 1912.

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Ail Other liabilities.
C sh deposit capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Announcement

Or LONDON,
On the 31 et d*y of Decern be*, 1913.
The nimf of the company te th*- Pboeis
Assurance Co.. Ltd., of London
It la located
at No. 100 William street, N»w York. N
V
L. P. Bayard. P Beresford, Joint managers.
Home Office. London, England
The amount of it» U. 8. deposit it
94U>.eeo<e
The assets of the company in the
U. S. are ae follow*:
Cash on hand and in the hands of
agents or other persona,
911,094 04
Bonds owned by the company, hear*
ing interest at the rate of—per
cent., secured as follows:
State bonds,
market value.
9 4M.N0 49
Municipal bonds,
Railroad bonds.
M
Miscellaneous bonds,
Debts otherwise secured.
Debts for premiums.
All other eecuriUes,

OP MTMOUBI.

LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1912.
Net unpaid looses.
$ 535,623 40
Unearned remiums.
6.834.792 8
All other liabilities.
675.000 00
Cash capital.
2,500.000 00
Burp us over all liabilities.
4,599 670 01

Gross assets.

UNITED STATES BRANCH
PHCKN1X Ah»| KAN( K CO., f Id

8

asse's.

EXCHANGE

AMFRICA,

PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA.

Gros* asses ts,
Deduct items not admitted,

ROYAL

NORTH

Total aaaetf,

572 MO 00
29..VOOO
12,185.7* 00
1,187 625 27
Agents’ba ances.
1,176.675 00
Bills receivable for real estate sold,
11,250 00
Interest and rents accrued,
94.85V8

Admitted

OF

Total liabilities and surplus,
$17,851.839 C®
M- E. HOLMES, Agent,

KBW YORK.

Spring Opening

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

THE

THE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Of the
STATE OP PENNSYLVANIA,

anybody

our store.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

ASSETS DEC. SI. 1913.
Real estate.
$
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bends.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rente,
AH other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

admitted,

362.497
60JOO

IS*538

140.642
416,167
3 .Ml
1,479

$1,792,906
79,716

Admitted assets,
$3,706,186 5
LIABILITIES DEC. SI, 1913.
Net unpaid losses,
268,5*l S
$
Unearned premiums,
2,1*2.246
88A70
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
900,000
403,492
Surplus over all liabilities.

8S5£

Total liabilities and surplus,
M. E. HOLMES,hAgt

$3.708,189 67
nt.

Reliable

Clothing Co., Ellsworth

